This paper surveys the use of mathematical programming models for controll~ng environmental quality. The scope includes air, water, and land quality, stemming from the first works in the 1960s. It also includes integrated models, generally that are economic equilibrium models which have an equivalent mathematical program or use mathematical programming to compute a fixed point. A primary goal of this survey is to identify interest~ng research avenues for people in mathematical programming with an interest In applying it tc? help control our environment with as little economic sacrifice as possible.
T he United States spends more than 2% of its gross domestic product on pollution control, and this is more than any other country (Carlin 1990) . There is an economic imperative to establish policies, both government and private, that control the environmental quality as cost effectively as possible. The purpose of this survey is to present a comprehensive bibliographic tour of mathematical programming models built for environmental quality control.
Since the 1960s, mathematical programming began to be applied to certain problems of environmental quality control. The first was in 1962, by Lynn, Logan and Charnes, which was a linear programming model for wastewater treatment plant design. Mathematical programming models for other environmental control problems then began to appear; this survey will put these models into a mathematical programming perspective.
In some cases, the model is used for resource management, and the mathematical program is designed to prescribe decisions for operations and planning to minimize cost subject to quality standard constraints. In other cases, the model is used for policy analysis, and the mathematical program is designed to describe economic and environmental impacts. The management models tend to be detailed representations of an area, like a portion of one stream or an airshed covering one city. The policy models tend to be aggregate representations of countries.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1 presents some basic terms and concepts plus caveats concerning the scope of this survey. Sections 2-4 summarize the literature on mathematical programming models for air, land, and water quality control, respectively. I include models that seek economic equilibria which either are equivalent to mathematical programs or use mathematical programming to compute a solution. Section 5 describes the literature of integrated models that represent pollution in connection with the economy, not specific to air, land, or water.
Section 6 offers a guide to the periodicals that were used in this study, including some for which there are no citations. In addition, there is a table of how different mathematical programming models statistically distribute in the literature (according to this survey) over the past three decades with respect to each part of the environment. The last section presents some conclusions.
The main contribution of this survey is the annotated bibliography, which contains 355 citations. Of these, 224 are articles, 18 are reports or theses, 32 are books or monographs that contain original results, 36 are chapters in books with original results, and 11 are textbooks. (The others are relevant, but not directly about environmental control or without a mathematical programming model.) The citations are given alphabetically by author(s), so no special reference is given in the text and the annotations when the author(s) and year have been specified.
One caveat is that all citations are items I could obtain. In particular, this means I did not include old technical reports or theses that are no longer available.
TERMS AND CONCEPTS

.l. The Environment
We will suppose that our environment is made up of air, land, and water. Other parts of the environment, such as life and related ecological concerns, are not included in this study. When we speak of environmental quality, we mean how free of pollutants are these fundamental parts.
The primary issue in environmental control is how to maintain high quality with as little economic sacrifice as possible. Other issues will be described, but the focus of this survey is the economic tradeoffs to achieve environmental quality. (Measuring quality by the presence of pollutants is imperfect, but that is what we will consider because that is what most models represent.)
One form of air pollution is the presence of undesirable chemicals, like carbon monoxide (CO), hydrochloric acid (HCI), nitrogen dioxide (NO,), and sulfur dioxide (SO,). These are caused by automobile emissions, electricity generation, industrial emissions, and other sources. Another form of air pollution is noise, which is not included in this survey. Here we consider only economic tradeoffs of chemical emission controls.
Water pollution is also the presence of undesirable chemicals, and a key measure of pollution is by the concentration of dissolved oxygen (DO). Models refer to the DO deficit as the difference from what is needed to support life, such as fish and plants, and to provide safe water for drinking and recreation. A related measure is the biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), which is the amount of oxygen necessary to stabilize a given waste by microbial action. Objectives and decision variables are designed to increase the DO concentration to overcome the deficit or lower the BOD (which, in turn, increases DO concentration).
Another form of water pollution is thermal, caused by the use of water in cooling, then discharging the warm water back into the stream. Only a few models explicitly considered thermal pollution in conjunction with BOD and DO concentrations (Dysart 1970 , Nicholson, Pyatt and Moreau 1970 , Hwang et al. 1973 , Bayer 1976 .
In this survey, groundwater contamination is also considered, but there are two kinds of models. One class is similar to surface water quality control. Similar equations arise (notably, the hydrological and mass transport), giving similar optimal control models. Furthermore, the groundwater in such cases is a supply used for drinking, so the quality issues are the same, or similar, as for surface water.
A second kind of groundwater quality model pertains more to land. Toxic waste, for example, might contaminate the land covering the groundwater. Here the models deal not so much with the flows, but with the damage in the immediate area, such as impacts on irrigation. Pesticides used by farmers, for example, are direct sources of land pollution. Soil erosion is another consideration that relates to water quality, but those models are classified here as land quality control.
More generally, chemical land pollution occurs from purposeful injection (like pesticides) and the storage of polluting materials, such as hazardous waste. Storage can be underground (including landfill) or in tanks (which have the potential to leak). The associated control problems are usually classified as hazardous waste or solid waste in the environmental control literature. Land quality is also affected by landscape disturbance, such as by strip mining coal and by garbage that must be collected. Other environmental problems pertaining to land, such as those that arise in forest and wildlife management, are not covered in this survey.
Mathematical Programming Models
The mathematical programming model is defined by four ingredients:
A set, X, of finite dimensions, whose members are called decision variables;
A constraint function, g, that maps X into R m (m = 0 means there is no constraint function); Bounds on variables: L S (x, y ) 6 U, where y = g ( x ) ; a bound can be logical, such as nonnegativity, or data dependent, such as a capacity limit or demand requirement (infinite values are admitted to allow no explicit bound on some of the variables);
An objectivefunction, f, that maps X into 3.
Then, the usual notation is: optimize {f(x): x E X, y = g ( x ) , and L 6 ( x , y ) 4 U}, where optimize can be either minimize or maximize.
A family of mathematical programs is defined by extending the ingredients to include a parameter space, O, which is augmented to the domain of the basic ingredients:
Optimize{f(x; 0 ) : x E X ( 0 ) , y = g ( x ; 0), and L ( 0 ) 6 (x, y ) s U(0)) for 0 E O .
A point (x) is called feasible if it satisfies all constraints. It is called optimal if it is feasible and no other feasible solution has a better objective value. Many of the models, especially for water quality management, are multiobjective. This means we seek to optimize several functions at once. Since this generally cannot be achieved, we settle for solutions that are called Pareto optimal: No other feasible solution exists that improves one objective without worsening some other. One way to obtain a Pareto optimal solution is to optimize a weighted sum of the objectives. There are other ways to obtain a Pareto optimum, and some analysts rely on interactive computation to understand the tradeoffs among competing objectives.
Objectives can be explicit, such as the cost to operate a treatment plant. They can also be utility, or net benefit, functions, and a source of multiplicity is the different agents in the market model. Agents could be polluters at different locations, perhaps in different states. Such a linear programming model was described by Dorfman and Jacoby in 1972.
Classes of mathematical programs are defined by the structures of the basic ingredients. Suppose that g = Ax -b for some matrixA and vector b, and f = cx for some vector c. Furthermore, let X = %"+ = { x E 3": x 3 0). Then, we have a linear programming model, denoted LP. The standard form is Min{cx: y = Ax, L S (x, y ) s U). Typically, L = 0 for the x variables. A prevalent class of equations are material balances, where L = U = 0 for y variables. For example, if x , is the level of flow from i to j , a material balance equation is y , = xJ x,, -xJ x, = 0, which requires that the flow into i must equal the flow out of i.
Another class of mathematical programming models is the integer program, where X restricts the variables to have integer values. If the mathematical program is otherwise linear, and only some of the variables are required to be integer, this is called a mixed integer program, denoted MIP.
One type of integer restriction is that a variable must be binary-valued, 0 or 1. Any model that has capacity constraints, such as for treatment plants, can be extended to include capacity expansion by adding a binary decision variable for each expansion option. For example, consider the constraint 1, a,xJ < b, where a, is the rate of using capacity for the activity whose level is x,, and b is the total available capacity. To extend this to allow capacity expansion, let u be a 0-1 variable such that u = 0 means no capacity is added, and u = 1 means K units of capacity are added. The constraint becomes:
1, a,x, -u K < b. Then, if some solution has u = 0, the original capacity limit applies. If another solution has u = 1, the constraint becomes xJ aJxJ S b + K , allowing K units of additional capacity to be used by the x variables. The binary variable can also appear in the total cost with the term Cu. This adds a fixed charge of C dollars to the cost if u = 1 and nothing if u = 0. Another prevalent use of binary decision variables is when a particular process is either not used at all (x, = 0), or it has both lower and upper bounds, say L, S x, S U,. A 0-1 variable can be introduced, say u,, with the constraints, L,u, < x, U,u,. Then, u, = 0 forces x, = 0, and u, = 1 forces L, S x, S U,.
When binary variables are added to extend the scope of a model, constraints can also be added to restrict their relative values. For example, a constraint of the form a < 1, u, s p means that the number of positive binary decisions must be at least a and at most p. A budget constraint has the form 1 , C,u, S y, where CJ is the fixed charge of the jth (binary) option, and y is the total budget.
When a mathematical program has uncertain parameters, it is called a stochastic program. One approach is a recourse model that considers all scenarios and the effect that decisions at one time have on later options. Another approach, more common in the environmental control literature, is the use of a chance constraint. If the original constraint is g ( x ; 13) a 0, and 0 is a random variable, it is replaced by the chance constraint P{g(x; 0) < 0) 3 a, where a is a new parameter that specifies an acceptable level of probability of not violating the constraint.
If there is only one random variable and the constraint is linear, it can be reformulated as a linear constraint P{ax S b) 3 a -ax < F-'(a), where F is the cumulative distribution function whose inverse is assumed to exist (e.g., F is continuous and strictly increasing). For some distributions, like the normal, this can be expressed in terms of the mean ( p ) and standard deviation (a), a x < p + vu, where v depends on a. In either case, the reformulation of the chance constraint, which is linear in this case, is called the certainty equivalent.
With joint linear chance constraints, where A is a matrix whose elements are random variables, the chance constraint, P{Ax < b) 3 a , is more complex. The certainty equivalent is, under certain assumptions, of the form E[A]x + ~( x ' v x ) "~ S P, where E[A] is the expected value of A , V is a variance-covariance matrix, and v and p depend on a and the distribution parameters.
A dynamic program, denoted DP, has the added dimension of time, and the addition of state variables s ( t ) E S(t). The decision variables are indexed by time, and their admissible values are dependent upon the state x ( t ) E X(t, s ( t -1)). The initial state, s(O), is given, and the state equations are given by a state transition function s(t) = T(t, s(t -l),x(t)) for s(t -1) E S(t -1) and ~( t ) E X(t, s(t -1)). A policy is the specification of a deckion rule, x*(t, s ) E X(t, s ) for s E S(t). The dynamic programming model is: s ( t ) = T(t, s ( t -I ) , x ( t ) ) E S(t) and (The summation of each time period's return function is somewhat arbitrary. Other operators apply in general, but this is the most common form in the environmental control literature.)
The fi*ndamental recursion of a DP is:
F ( t , s ) = Opt {f(t, x , s ) + F ( t + 1, s ' ) :
x E X ( t , s ) , s ' = T(t, s , x ) ) f o r t = 1, ... , N, where N is the number of time periods, called the horizon, and F(N + 1, s ) = 0. The function F gives the optimal value upon entering time period t in state s (this is a forward recursion; there also can be a backward recursion). Inherent in the DP approach is the assumption of perfect information about the future (over the horizon), which is a form of clairvoyance.
A stochastic dynamic programming model is where the state transition function is stochastic, as when its domain is extended to depend on a random variable. There are different ways to deal with this uncertainty, and some have been applied to environmental control (for example, Yaron 1983, Whiffen and Shoemaker 1993) . The fundamental recursion replaces F ( t + 1, s f ) with its expected value 1,. F ( t + 1, s l ) P ( s , s f ; t , x ) , where P ( s , s f ; t, x ) is the (known) probability of the transition from state s to state s ' upon making decision x in period t . In this case, the decision rule, x * ( t , s ) , defines what to do when entering period t in state s. The effect of that decision is uncertain, and it is chosen to optimize the expected value, taken over all possible state transitions.
We have assumed discrete time in the DP, but the concepts and methods apply to continuous time (optimal control) models. Often these are discretized, using the fundamental recursion to compute an optimal decision rule. In general, the horizon could be infinite, but all of the models in this survey have finite horizons. (If the model is purely optimal control theory, with no mathematical programming used for analysis or algorithm design, it is not included in this survey.)
Dynamic programming should not be confused with other dynamical systems that use optimization at each period. The model might be a simulation of how agents respond to system controls. A rational behavior assumption can be consistent with a myopic optimization rule in each time period, without the clairvoyance assumed in dynamic programming. That is, a decision made by an agent might be modeled as an optimal response to the state, but without a lookahead to the future consequences of that decision. We classify this use of mathematical programming as linear (LP), mixed integer (MIP), or nonlinear (NLP), according to the form of the period optimization model, but not as dynamic programming (DP). The DP classification assumes the clairvoyance in its definition.
We also classify a paper as using dynamic programming when time is only implicit, but the model uses a multistage form. For example, Mhaisalkar et al. (1993) defined the stages to be a sequence of processes, implying an underlying temporal order, but the time index is actually a process index. Thus, this survey takes the view that DP is a technique, rather than just a dynamic model. If the fundamental recursion is used, whether time is explicitly modeled or not, the paper is classified as DP. If this recursion is not used, even if the model is dynamic, the paper is not classified as DP.
Contrary to the impression that mathematical programming is normative, the use of mathematical programming could be the way the arithmetic is done, not the economic modeling. Instead, a family of mathematical programs is defined by a parameter vector, 0, whose initial value is specified. At iteration k, xkC1 is obtained as a solution to along with Lagrange multipliers, ak+'. Then, a rule is applied to obtain new a parameter vector ek+' = F ( x~+ ' , a k + ' , e k ) , to complete an iteration. A fixed point is reached when x k t ' = x and r k + ' = irk.
For example, suppose that 0 = (x, a ) and we reach a fixed point, (x*, a * ) , by solving primal and dual linear programs. Then, we have:
A ( x * , T * ) X 3 b(x*, a * ) ) This is not the same as:
A(x, r * )~ 2 b ( x , a * ) } a A ( x * , 7 ) G c(x*, a ) ) .
Neither x* nor a* needs to be an optimum in the above mathematical programs! Moreover, although it is natural to think of a mathematical programming model as prescribing what to do for optimal management, it also is used for efficient computation of a fixed point with some underlying optimizing behavioral model. As such, it can also be considered a simulation that describes what will happen with certain policies. In this use of mathematical programming the objective could be something designed to aid convergence to an economic equilibrium, rather than some utility or something prescriptive. The objective could also contain behavioral assumptions about market agents, such as maximizing their surplus revenues. In this case, the objective has meaning, but the model is still not prescriptive because it is designed to simulate how optimizing agents behave, not how they should behave. different, approach in his DICE model, with economic relations for Ramsey growth and Cobb-Douglas production. These are also the basis for Duraiappah's (1993) model.
A process model can be extended to represent macroeconomic interactions. One such case is MARKAL, reported by Abilock and Fishbone (1979) , which is an LP that represents energy processes and includes some of the chemical emissions. In 1992, Manne and Wene linked this with ETA-MACRO to form MARKAL-MACRO, which is an NLP (also see Ahn 1992, Hamilton et a]., 1 992).
In general, the mathematical programming approach to determine economic equilibria presumes free market conditions, such as perfect competition. This is consistent with representing environmental controls as constraints on emissions or as taxes, because the agents are still allowed to behave as in a free market. More generally, Greenberg and Murphy (1980, 1985) showed how to incorporate complex regulatory structures into a mathematical programming framework. Although their development is for an energy model, the approach generalizes and applies to equilibrium modeling for environmental impacts analysis.
Because some of the references present economic equilibrium models, the term mathematical programming might be absent from their title, or even in the contents. These models are included in this survey if they are equivalent to a mathematical program. (Not all economic equilibrium models are equivalent to optimization models.) We also include the reference if mathematical programming is used to compute the economic equilibrium, as a fixed-point computation described earlier.
Related to economic equilibria is the notion of a game. This is well suited to some of the regulatory concerns, and there is an explicit optimization base for such models. This has been done for air quality control: Some use LP (for example, Okada and Mikami 1992); most use NLP (for example, Bird and Kortanek 1974, Carbone et al., 1978) . Giglio and Wrightington (1972) used a simple LP game model for water quality control. Those cited here are fundamentally based on mathematical programming; other papers that use game theory, but are not so based, are not included.
In the models that are mentioned in the following sections, there is an equity issue that arises when using mathematical programming for control. For example, using dual prices (Lagrange multipliers) as taxes is not necessarily what is economically or socially best. Similarly, requiring the same percentage reductions of polluting emissions or discharges by all companies in an area is not necessarily best. The first to address this for water quality control policies was Liebman, in 1968. This was followed by Loehman, Pingry and Whinston (1974 ), Herzog (1976 ), Brill, Liebman and ReVelle (1976 ), and Lohani and Thanh (1978 . The first to address this for air quality control policies were Carbone and Sweigart (1976) . This was followed by Carbone et al. (1978) . Many of the policy models for air and water quality control that are built from welfare economics implicitly represent equity issues by the market relations. Current approaches to address the equity issue directly use particular economic functions, rather than mathematical programming.
AIR
Although there were some economic approaches to air quality control in the early 1960s (see Wolozin 1966), the first application of mathematical programming for air quality control was the linear program developed by Teller in 1968. This was implemented for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in 1972 by Chilton et al. (also see Gass 1972) . In 1969, Kohn did a Ph.D. thesis that used principles of welfare economics to develop a detailed LP model and applied it to particular airsheds (see Kohn 1978) .
The structure of the early LP models is first to have process activities, notably for electricity generation, then augment quality constraints of the form: 1, e,x, S Q, = Max allowable level of ith pollutant. The coefficient, e,, is the rate of emission (net of transport) of the ith pollutant by the jth activity.
A simple LP was used as a starting point for representing uncertainty in the transfer coefficients:
Minimizecx:
(
where L, 3 0 and U, S 1. Here x, is the portion of reduction from source j, E, is its emissions without reduction, and T~, is the transfer coeficient that describes the rate at which the pollutant moves from source j to receptor i. The right-hand side, b,, is a limit on total emissions. (The indexes can be extended to include more than one pollutant.) The principle uncertainty in this model are the transfer coefficients, which are obtained from a diffusion model averaged over some time period (e.g., a month or a year Trijonis used a decomposition strategy to incorporate a particular nonlinearity; Werczberger developed a mixed integer programming model that deals jointly with air quality and land use; and Tietenberg showed how the Baumol-Oates theorem, which was about taxation for water quality control, extends to air quality control. In 1975, Singpurwalla presented an LP model to minimize the total cost of fuel used by sources, subject to each source's energy requirements, and a total air quality limit at each of several receptors. In 1976, Atkinson and Lewis used separable programming as an extension of the early LP models, and Mathur applied NLP with several welfare economic models. Also in 1976, Houghland and Stephens showed how MIP applies to choose locations of monitoring stations, and Carbone and Sweigart used an NLP to address the equity issue. In 1977, Guldmann and Shefer published a simple MIP model to locate plants and choose pollution abatement processes, which they applied to the Haifa area. Also in 1977, Schlottmann published a very detailed LP model for emissions from coal (along with other environmental effects, such as the effect of strip mining on the land). In 1978, Guldmann published a follow-up paper; Carbone et al. used NLP to solve a cooperative game approach to the equity issue; and Hamlen formalized aspects of the models by Baumol and Oates, and Tietenberg. In 1979, Abilock and Fishbone reported a user's guide for MARKAL. They were part of the Brookhaven National Laboratory team to develop this LP model of energy markets, including environmental constraints.
The 1970s was a decade of development that set a foundation for the application of mathematical programming models for air quality control. The next decade brought added sophistication in several ways. In 1980, further integration with energy and the economy appears in the model presented by Lakshmanan and Ratick, which is an early version of EPA's Strategic Environmental Assessment System (SEAS). Also in 1980, Guldmann and Shefer published a book that describes not only extensions of their own model, but also provides a succinct review of other models. In 1982, Miller, Violette and Lent described what was then EPA's Air Quality Model. Brookhaven National Labs continued to develop and apply MARKAL (see Fishbone and Abilock 1981, Rowe and Hill 1989) . In the same year, Anderson used nonlinear programming to determine how a costminimizing company that emits pollutants would respond to government control, and what the effect of the control would be on the cost and on the amount of pollutants emitted. Also in 1982, Gustafson and Kortanek used duality of a convex programming model for the economic analysis of satisfying a total air quality requirement in a space that has uncertainties due to weather. Hamilton et al. 1992) , which is an NLP. Manne and Richels developed Global 2100, which is an integrated model of the (macro) economy, electricity generation, nonelectric energy supplies, international oil trade, and carbon emissions. Peck and Teisberg extended Global 2100 by adding dependence of CO, concentration on CO, emissions and global mean temperature, plus a damage function that depends on the global mean temperature, which represents associated costs. They call their system CETA (Carbon Emissions Trajectory Assessment). The DICE model (Dynamic Integrated Climate-Economy), by Nordhaus, uses nonlinear programming to determine a dynamic, economic equilibrium that maximizes a discounted utility function of per-capita consumption and population.
In 1993, Falk and Mendelsohn applied nonlinear programming to determine an optimal level of abatement, trading off cost with damage over time. Altman and Ruszczynski presented a mean-variance model to represent uncertainty. Felder and Rutherford applied the Global 2100 model to consider the effects of international oil trade. Manne and Rutherford extended Global 2100 to obtain a general equilibrium by removing exogenous oil prices and importlexport limits to address certain global issues. Peck and Teisberg applied CETA to learn more about the sensitivity of equilibrium solutions to model assumptions, like the dependence of the damage function on the rate of global temperature change, rather than on the level. Duraiappah published his holistic model, which is also a welfare equilibrium using NLP (it differs from Global 2100, DICE, and MARKAL-MACRO).
The recent models differ from the early models in that they are highly aggregate and deal with global issues, such as the greenhouse effect. The early models were detailed and dealt with the quality impact of emissions within particular airsheds.
LAND
The earliest paper cited here is 1970, by Edwards, Langham and Headley, who used a welfare economic approach to develop a linear programming model, which they applied to Dade County, Florida. This is one of the land quality control models that is about the agricultural sector.
Early agricultural models used mathematical programming to consider the effects of controls on pesticides and soil erosion. In 1974, Hueth and Regev presented a DP model (but used NLP for analysis). In 1977, Taylor and Frohberg presented an LP model, which they applied to the Corn Belt to analyze impacts of several pollution controls: bans on certain pesticides, soil erosion limits, and soil erosion taxes. In 1978, Taylor, Frohberg and Seitz published an analysis of soil erosion, using the L P model published in 1979, by Seitz et al.
A particularly clear presentation of such LP models for soil erosion was given in a collection of papers edited by Heady and Vocke in 1992. Based on those works, here is a generic LP for land use, where the environmental impact is soil erosion and chemical contamination. It can be extended to include, for example, storage of crops and livestock growth, over a planning horizon.
Basic Dimensions
Regions i = producers; j = markets; (there could be others, e.g., water supply in Nicol and Heady 1992).
Classes k = methods of production (e.g., tilling); s = soils; h = chemicals (including pesticides and fertilizers); p = products (crops and livestock commodities).
Activities
Production
X, , allocates land in region i to make product p by method k;
Distribution
T, , transports product p from region i to market j.
Equations
Cost
= I,,p,, (Cx)pkX~pk + I p , , , (CTpq)Tpq; (CX),, = production cost, which could include taxes; (Cgp,, = the transportation cost, which could include taxes.
Land Use
L t = E p , k xlpk-
Balance
Ek R~p k X~p k -Zj Tpll = R, , = the rate of product p produced per acre in region i using method k.
Demand z 1 TplJ dpl? dpJ = the demand for productp in market j.
Damage
D r = Ip,.v,k apsk~lsXzpk; ups, = the rate of soil damage when producing p with soil class s ; a,, = 1 if region i has soil class s (else, aLS = 0); C~h = 1 p . k bphk xlpk; bph, = chemical h used by, or produced from, method k to make p (bphk <C 0 if used, such as a pesticide; bphk > 0 if produced, such as nitrogen in cow manure, which can then be used as fertilizer for a crop).
Any of the activities can have bounds, and the distribution network can be sparsely linked, which limits the set of distribution activities. Any equation variable can be constrained, such as land use: L, S available land in producer region i. Typically, the objective is to minimize Z, subject to constraints on the other variables. The environmental variables could be constrained: Dl < soil loss limit, and/or Clh d contamination level. Alternatively, they could be in the objective (purely, or with a tax), or goals could be established for their levels, which allow violations, but with minimum total (weighted) violation.
In 1980, Yaron and Tapiero presented a collection of papers that includes applications of mathematical programming to agriculture and some connections with water resources, notably for irrigation. Very few deal directly with environmental quality control, but some give useful background and relevant modeling frameworks.
Outside the agricultural sector, in 1972, Plourde used NLP with a welfare economics model to determine optimal waste control, such as garbage. In 1973, Clark gave a very good introduction to the solid waste problems and how mathematical programming applies. Also in 1973, Kiihner and Heiler published a literature review, which cites the few LP and MIP models that had been published by that time. Liebman gave another review in 1975.
These early models have similar characteristics. The constraints are mass balance equations, capacity bounds, and disposal requirements. The fundamental model is an LP, which extends naturally to MIP to allow capacity expansion. In extending this to NLP, the main source of nonlinearity is in the cost function. Dynamic models can sometimes use DP, depending upon certain dimensions. In most cases, it is computationally more efficient to use LP, MIP, or NLP, rather than DP.
In 1977, Schlottmann gave a detailed LP model for coal allocation, and he used duality to analyze some environmental and economic impacts. In addition to air pollution (by sulfur emissions), effects on the land were considered, such as by strip mining. The LP has reclamation costs and explicit constraints, which can be analyzed with parametric LP. The 1978 LP text by Greenberg contains a chapter on solid waste management. The simplest model is a transshipment network with sources, intermediate treatment plants, and final disposal sites. This is extended in several ways, for example, using MIP to represent capacity expansion. In 1987, Turnquist considered the problem of finding a route in a network to transport a hazardous material. There are multiple objectives, such as cost, population exposed, and probability of an accident, which are uncertain and vary with the time of day.
In 1990, Stavins addressed environmental concerns of the depletion of forested wetlands. In 1991, ReVelle, Cohon and Shobrys presented a multiple objective MIP model for siting and routing in disposal of hazardous wastes. In 1993, Chang, Schuler and Shoemaker extended solid waste management models by augmenting the effect of recycling. Jenkins gave an economic model that applied nonlinear programming theory, namely the use of the Lagrangian for marginal analysis, to explain the behavior of households and firms. Querner used a risk analysis approach to the economic analysis of severe industrial hazards, and his book contains a chapter (IV) that uses NLP (just Lagrangian conditions for cost minimization, not algorithmic).
WATER
In 1962, Lynn, Logan and Charnes published the first LP formulation to minimize the cost of sewage treatment. The governing balance equations were from first principles: input = output. The dominant class of water quality control models, however, pertains to stream pollution. A key to this class of models is the description of BOD and DO by differential equations, and the most used is due to Streeter and Phelps (originally published in 1925, it underwent some modifications by the 1960s). With the (modified) Streeter-Phelps equations as a starting point, Thomann developed a systems model, which he and Sobel used in the first LP model in 1964. Whereas the Thomann-Sobel approach is suggestive of a variety of models, Deininger gave the first detailed LP in his 1965 thesis, using the Streeter-Phelps equations. (In the same year, Sobel presented several LP formulations using Thomann's equations.)
Although the underlying flow equations can differ, the LP structure of these models is the same. The LP is to minimize total cost subject to the flow equations and DO reductions at each segment of a stream, called a reach.
The essential structure consists of balance equations, like inventories, except the reach is the ordered index, instead of time. Figure 1 illustrates this, where there is a tributary inflow (I,), wastewater discharge (D,), and treatment (T,).
The following comprise the balance equations for the LP model (simplified for this introduction). Total flow at end of reach i:
Concentration (BOD and/or DO) at end of reach i:
A, = concentration in tributary; 6, = concentration in wastewater; 7, = concentration in treatment; Tl = level of treatment.
(Parameters a,, A,, 6,, and 7, depend upon stream characteristics, like the rate of flow.) Quality constraints are simple bounds: BOD, < b, limits the level of BOD at the end of reach i; and DO, < d, limits the DO deficit at each observation point p that is downstream from reach i (DO, = DO deficit a t p caused by effluent from i). These works were quickly followed by Kerri (1966 Kerri ( , 1967 , Johnson (1967) , b u c k s , ReVelle and Lynn (1967, 1968) , and Graves, Hatfield and Whinston (1969) . In 1966, Liebman and Lynn published the first DP model of this same problem, allowing nonlinearities, notably in the Greenberg (1978) , and in water management textbooks, such as those by Loucks, Stedinger and Haith (1981) , and by Haith (1982) .
The 1970s brought a variety of extensions in surface water quality control. In 1970, Dysart and Hines considered interaction effects of pollutants, Horowitz extended the use of NLP to the problem of minimizing treatment cost, and Jaworski, Weber, Jr. and Deininger gave a different kind of DP model. Also in 1970, Hass used a variant of the early LP models to find appropriate taxes levied on pclluters that gave them the economic incentive to meet the quality standards. In 1971, Ecker and McNamara gave a geometric programming model for the design of waste treatment plants; Haimes developed a multilevel approach, which is an application of the Generalized Lagrange Multiplier Method to decompose the water resource system model. In 1972, Dorfman and Jacoby, and Loucks and Jacoby began to tie in the early LP allocation models with Pareto optimality and explicitly represent political power as an element of environmental decision making. Also in 1972, Chi presented an NLP model to determine where and when to build tertiary plants as part of the pipeline design; and Giglio and Wrightington presented a game model to address the equity issue. In 1973, Hwang et al. used NLP to consider several measures of water quality at once, rather than just BOD removal or increased DO concentration alone. Chang and Yeh presented a DP model to allocate aeration capacity to each of a series of aerators. Also in 1973, Miller and Byers presented a public investment MIP model and used parametric programming to show frontier functions of dollar benefit and level of sediment. In 1975, Ecker published a geometric programming model for the DO allocation problem with a more accurate (than linear) approximation of basic relations and cost functions, extended the following year by McNamara (also see Ecker and McNamara, 1971) . Also in 1975, Arbabi and Elzinga presented a general NLP model to minimize total treatment cost under a variety of conditions. In 1976, Alley, Aguado and Remson used LP to select pumping rates to minimize cost by approximating steadystate flow conditions with finite differencing. In the same year, Futagami, Tamai and Yatsuzuka used LP to choose discharge rates that maximize water quality, combined with a finite element method to solve the flow equations. In 1976, Brill, Liebman and ReVelle presented several LP models to address the equity issue. In 1978, Lohani and Thanh extended the early DP model to address the question of tax equity among polluters, and the following year they used a chance constraint to represent uncertainty in the stream flows.
All of the citations in the 1960s are for surface water quality control. Groundwater systems seem to have developed about a decade later, even though the transport equations are essentially the same. The earliest paper given here is by Aguado et al. in 1974. The way LP comes into play is by using a discrete approximation to the differential equations that describe the flows. To illustrate, consider just one aquifer. The differential equation describing steady-state flow is:
where h = groundwater head above datum; x = spatial coordinate (say horizontal, with h vertical); W = dischargelrecharge rate fromlto aquifer; and T = transmissivity (constant). The boundary conditions are h(0) = h, and h(L) = h, if we use a grid of four points and apply finite differencing: Also, W 3 0 and h, < h, < h 2 < h, < h,.
This gives a system of linear equations and inequalities that comprise the hydrologic constraints in an LP. Other constraints can be added, such as a range on total aquifer production: L < W , + W2 + W , S U. There are various objective functions, depending on the intended use of the model. One management goal is head maintenance, which is formulated as maximizing h , + h, + h,.
Quality is measured at the head values (h,), which can appear as a constraint and/or in the objective. The finite differencing method leads to an LP formulation, but it must assume constant transmissivity, which can vary markedly, except on small areas. More generally, this LP is not the model of choice, considering the NLP approaches-for example, Gorelick, Remson and Cottle (1979) , Ahlfeld et al. (1988) , Gorelick (1990), and Ahlfeld (1990) .
In 1976, Willis applied mixed integer programming to consider wastewater treatment in conjunction with reservoir supply in the selection of process units in the system design. In 1979, Willis presented an LP planning model with multiple objectives, and Gorelick, Remson and Cottle applied parametric linear programming to answer such questions as: What river concentration would be permitted if the most restrictive local groundwater quality limit were removed? c;opyr~gMBT!VI AII Klgnts Keserved
In the 1980s the mathematical programming models for surface and groundwater quality began to come together in the sense that we could see some of the same people working on these problems. We could also see models that apply to both surface water and groundwater quality control.
In 1982, Gorelick and Remson presented an L P model for groundwater quality control (Gorelick separately showed how the dual L P has some computational advantages), and an MIP model to locate waste disposal facilities. Also in 1982, Yakowitz gave a taxonomy for applying DP for water quality control; and Fiacco and Ghaemi provided a thorough sensitivity analysis of Ecker's geometric programming model (also see Fiacco 1983). In 1983, Gorelick gave a timely review; and Fishelson used DP to maximize the present value of water quality. In 1984, Colarullo, Heidari and Maddock presented a quadratic programming model to determine discharge rates that minimize total cost, which was a basis for more general NLP models in the later 1980s.
Surface water quality models began to consider uncertainty in 1985 (Burn and McBean). In 1986, Tung used an LP model, which he extended to deal with uncertainty by a chance constraint. In the same year, PintCr and Somlyody presented an integer programming model for monitoring water quality (the decision variables are sample sizes, and the model could apply to monitoring air quality). Ahlfeld studied groundwater quality remediation extensively with Mulvey (1987) and Pinder (1986) and Wood (1988) . In 1986 and 1987, Fujiwara, Gnanendran and Ohgaki used chance constraints to represent uncertainty in the downstream impacts of BOD removal, which comprise the quality constraints of the early models. In 1987, Clark and Adams presented an MIP model for granular activated carbon (GAC) treatment of surface or ground water. Also in 1987, Wagner and Gorelick presented a method to deal with parameter uncertainty in the hydraulic equations. In 1988, Meyer and Brill used integer programming (specifically, maximal location covering) iteratively with simulation to determine optimal well locations (the simulation dealt with uncertainty in whether wells can detect contamination at each of several locations). In 1987 and 1989, Ellis considered uncertainty with a DP approach. In 1989, Esogbue gave another taxonomy for applying DP for water quality control.
In 1990, Andricevic and Kitanidis used differential dynamic programming for real-time adaptive control of aquifer management in the presence of uncertain parameters. In the same year, Gorelick reviewed the methodology to combine NLP with simulation equations. In 1991, Lee and Kitanidis presented an adaptive control model that responds to real-time measurements of uncertain parameters, like transmissivities. In 1992, Burn and Lence compared LP formulations that varied by the choice of objective function.
Despite the large amount of research activity applying mathematical programming to water quality control, the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) conference in 1989 (Harris) had only one paper on the subject. The most recent conference in 1993 (Hon) had only two.
In 1993, there were many papers, compared to previous years, but most dealt with the computational aspect of optimization; only a few extended the models in new ways. Cardwell and Ellis extended the 1966 DP model by Liebman and Lynn by considering a stochastic state transition function (with known probability distribution). Berkemer, Makowski and Watkins presented a decision support system based on a multiobjective mixed integer programming framework. Ruszczynski gave a succinct review of all types of mathematical programming models under steady-state conditions. Ostfeld and Shamir considered the removal of the assumption of steady-state conditions. Culver and Shoemaker continued their approach to apply differential dynamic programming for optimal control of groundwater remediation. Whiffen and Shoemaker extended earlier models by considering uncertainty and the effect of two types of errors: bias, such as misestimating the average hydraulic conductivity, and scatter, which is error in the node values for the mesh. Georgakakos and Yao presented a theory of state set control that applies both to streams and groundwater. Hudak and Loaiciga applied the Generalized Lagrange Multiplier Method to decompose an MIP into independent 0-1 knapsack problems, one for each hydrostratigraphic interval in each of two classes of sites. Jemaa and Mariiio applied DP to minimize total square deviation from target values, where there is a feedback control mechanism. Marryott, Dougherty and Stollar applied simulated annealing to solve the basic NLP for groundwater remediation. Mhaisalkar et al. applied DP to select process units for the design of a wastewater treatment plant. Shafer and Varljen used the penalty function method of NLP to models that had been published.
One of the newest developments is the innovative design of ESIS (Environmentally Sensitive Investment System), by Pintitr et al. (1993) . This is a sophisticated system to assist both industry and government in policy analysis. It incorporates artificial intelligence, data base technology, and visualization tools with economic models and operations research techniques. The core of ESIS is a generic nonlinear program, which can be complex (but need not be convex). The system has been applied to the pulp and paper industry in Canada, and its conceptual foundations, built on mathematical programming, have the potential to apply more generally to understanding the economic impacts of environmental controls. In 1994, Ahlfeld and Heidari gave a current account of optimal groundwater remediation, showing how LP applies under simplifying assumptions about the transport equations. Chan used a Monte Carlo method to solve a chance-constrained L P model for aquifer management.
INTEGRATED MODELS
Over the three decades that people have been developing the applications of mathematical programming for environmental control, there have appeared what I call integrated models. These pertain to chemical pollution, mostly in air and water, and do not deal with some of the details that are included in the environment-specific models. Their aim is to extend andlor apply economic theory to account explicitly for control of damage to the environment.
A (simplified) generic model has the form:
where x is a vector of economic variables (e.g., income), and y is a vector of environmental variables (e.g., emissions from production). The objective is a utility function, u, whose arguments are a benefit function, f , and a damage function, d ; typically Russell 1973, Russell and Vaughan 1974) . This could take the form of solid waste or chemicals that enter the environment. A basic residuals management system is defined in terms of activities, like production and consumption, and receptors: people, animals, plants, and inanimate objects. Other early LP models were presented in this context, for example, Bohm and Kneese (1971) . In 1972, d'Arge, and Russell and Spofford, provided frameworks for residuals management, using mathematical programming models, which Spofford extended the following year. In 1974, Cumberland presented an integrated L P model, using input-output relations among economic variables (like production and income), augmented with pollution emissions into the air and water, whose totals are limited by a quality standard.
Also from the early works of Kneese and Bower, environmental economics emerged as a subdiscipline of welfare economics. In 1974, Maler published the first comprehensive presentation of environmental economics that is based on mathematical programming, notably on Lagrangian duality. (This was also the inaugural year of the Journal of Environmental Economics and Management.) In 1975, Baumol and Oates used a resource allocation approach, with Lagrangian analysis to determine optimal pricing of exhaustible resources. In 1976, the welfare economic foundations were extended by Pearce, notably by his greater focus on Pigovian taxes to abate pollution. The same year Parvin and Grammas extended the use of input-output economic systems with a quadratic program that seeks to minimize total damage cost, and Adar and Griffin analyzed the effects of uncertainty. In 1977, Nijkamp presented one of the first textbooks on environmental economics, explicitly using mathematical programming formulations and analysis techniques. In 1978, James, Jansen and Opschoor published a broader-based book that describes a little mathematical programming in the context of general equilibria. In 1979, Field and Willis published an extensive annotated bibliography on environmental economics with insights into its evolution (those that use mathematical programming are included here).
Nijkamp extended his work in 1980, and the 1982 book by Dasgupta gives an elementary introduction to some of the game-theoretic foundation, with specific attention to air and water models that stem from the integrated approach. The 1983 book edited by Lakshmanan and Nijkamp contains papers that use multiobjective programming with a focus on the linkage among energy, environment, and the economy. In 1984, Hafkamp introduced a "multilayer" approach. The 1987 book by Johansson applied some NLP (though less mathematically than Maler) and considered its inappropriateness for binary variables (though he did not apply MIP).
In 1992, Siebert revised his earlier (1981) book, and gave a detailed development of environmental economics from the approach of optimal resource allocation. In 1993, van Ierland published a monograph that begins with some background on the development of environmental economics and the uses of taxation and regulation in models that seek Pareto optima for minimizing abatement and damage costs. (Although written in a more generic context, the detailed LP presented in Chapter 7 is specifically for air quality control.) There have been literally thousands of papers on environmental economics, some of which use mathematical programming (at least Lagrangian duality). An excellent entrance into this literature is given by Hoagland and Stavins (1992) . Tables 1-111 give a list of journals cited in this survey for air, land, and water quality control, respectively, showing the number of citations, the earliest and the newest. (There could be other citations in the same year, but only one is given in the tables.) Table IV gives the same information for what 1 call integrated models, which are welfare economic models that mostly use NLP techniques.
SOME STATISTICS ABOUT THE LITERATURE
Here are some other journals whose titles suggest they might have published relevant papers, but I was unable to find any that uses mathematical programming: Table V gives a distribution of publications that are cited here, except it does not include textbooks that report previously published results or just general background. Combinatorial optimization models are pure integer programs, but they are counted as MIP. Some books and reports are cited for the relevant background they provide, but do not get counted in the table because they do not present a specific mathematical programming model for environmental quality control.
The table also excludes 34 citations for efforts that were made to build an integrated framework for economic analysis. A s stated earlier, these works attempt to build economic theories of the environment, which use NLP analysis equivalent to equilibrium theory. They partly include air and water pollution, but they do not include some of the other issues, such as effects on land.
In some cases, the classification could be ambiguous. For example, some of the DP models are solved by NLP LP tends to be the mathematical programming model of choice when first addressing a problem with many decision variables and relations. MIP is used, as an extension of LP models, to represent capacity expansion (e.g., treatment plants) or location decisions (e.g., wells). Other MIP models pertain to hard combinatorial optimization problems, such as finding routes for complex transport problems. NLP is used to improve a model's validity, or accuracy. One source of nonlinearity is the cost function. Another source is the approximation of the differential equations that describe hydraulic and aerodynamic phenomena. Most of the integrated modeling and analysis, which come from welfare economics, use NLP. Lagrangian duality applies when benefit and damage functions are presumed strictly concave and strictly convex, respectively. Without the strong duality, Lagrangian analysis still applies to derive necessary conditions about the structure of an economic equilibrium. Uncertainty is often represented by chance constraints, which retains an LP structure under assumptions of independence. With joint chance constraints, the assumptions are such that a certainty equivalent is represented by a quadratic constraint, which is sometimes presumed convex (erroneously). Other approaches have been considered, leading to complex (nonconvex) NLP models. Other models that deal with uncertainty also introduce nonlinearities by seeking a minimum variance and/or violation penalty. Multiple objectives, as in Pareto optima, are typically reformulated as a weighted sum. Although multiple objectives were considered periodically since 1973 (Cohon and Marks), they have only recently become recognized as crucial in modeling environmental control. Formulating, solving, and analyzing multiobjective mathematical programs is regarded by leading researchers in environmental control as an important frontier. DP is used for computational efficiency when the state space can be defined appropriately. Related optimal control techniques, especially the more recent methods of differential dynamic programming, are effective in representing feedback mechanisms for adaptive control. However, it appears that DP has been used predominately for water quality control, not for air or land. Dynamic models, other than for water quality control, use L P or NLP for solution computation and analysis. Environmental economics has emerged as a branch of welfare economics, and this has complemented the engineering approaches to environmental control. Many of these economists use NLP analysis techniques, notably Lagrangian duality, whereas engineers tend to focus on algorithms to solve design and operational problems. Besides the environmental economics approach, there are opportunities for integrating approaches, across environmental control. For example, although it is not clear how acid rain relates to global climate changes, control policies could be designed to address both simultaneously. Decomposition strategies have been used to formulate and manage large-scale models. In addition to better model management, this generally results in more efficient computation. In some cases, the decomposition separates primary controls (like discharge rates) from their effects (obtained by solving a system of differential equations). In some cases, a model is mostly linear, and decomposition is used to separate this portion from the much smaller nonlinear portion. In other cases, the decomposition paradigm is to partition the model into modules that separate economic variables (like income) from physical variables (like emissions). The insightful 1994 report by Murphy puts decomposition into perspective and its effect on convergence. Most of the research to date has been on water quality control. Recent trends are more air quality modeling, particularly in conjunction with energy modeling, using welfare economic models. Recent research in water quality control has been primarily algorithm improvements. One problem that has received limited attention is monitoring. Although some mathematical programming models have been presented for air and water separately, there is an opportunity to develop a general model, separating the mathematical statistics from the optimization. The decision variables are the location of sampling points, sample sizes, and frequencies. In its general form, the mathematical program is dynamic, nonlinear, integer, stochastic, and has multiple objectives.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
For more than three decades, researchers have developed the applications of mathematical programming models for environmental control, beginning with water quality. Most of the results, especially for the past decade, have been reported by civil engineers and economists, usually separately from each other.
Air quality control has undergone recent advances, particularly its integration with energy and the rest of the economy. Further modeling developments have occurred in only this decade: DICE, Duraiappah's model, Global 2100 (and its variants), MARKAL-MACRO, and RAINS. Applications of mathematical programming for land quality control have been in the agricultural sector, pertaining to soil erosion and contamination, and outside the agricultural sector for solid and hazardous waste transport. (Recall that wildlife and related ecological issues have been ignored in this study.) The recent papers on water quality control have been primarily on computing solutions. The main advances in modeling occurred during the first two decades.
While some environment-specific models, like the recent air quality models, use an integrated modeling approach, I use the term integrated modeling here to mean something more generic, not environment-specific, which has come to be known as environmental economics. The central idea is to have a damage function included in the net benefit function, and use welfare economic theory of production and consumption to represent relations. Some of the models that result from this approach use mathematical programming, mostly NLP analysis techniques. Other integrated approaches are sparse.
For Current trends emphasize dynamic, multiobjective mathematical programs under uncertainty. Damage functions and representations of transport continue to be a modeling concern. Beyond the mathematics, there are implementation considerations; in particular, there is a need for visualization tools. The most comprehensive state-of-the-art is given by Jones (1994).
In conclusion, according to this survey, fully integrated frameworks, based on both engineering and economic principles, have been sparse. This reveals opportunities for social progress in effective environmental control through the use of mathematical programming models. Unfortunately, there appears to be a cultural gap between those who could provide mathematical programming models, analysis techniques, and algorithms and those who could use them. Fortunately, for those seeking a socially important research arena, this gap poses an opportunity to use mathematical programming for environmental control.
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These can be combined by using the Lagrangian: Min (1, [1983] [1984] [1985] [1986] [1987] [1988] , which was stimulated by concerns for long-distance effects of polluting emitters throughout Europe, primarily sulfur and nitrogen deposition. Chapter 1 gives an overview of the RAINS (Regional Acidification INformation and Simulation) model, and other chapters present studies that use RAINS. There are three primary modules: pollution generation and control, atmospheric transport and deposition, and environmental impacts. Each module has submodels, and optimization can be used to determine control strategies that satisfy goals and constraints on the environmental impacts. (There is another use of RAINS, going the other way, where the user enters the control strategies and finds the environmental impacts.) Subject to these constraints and goals, plus internally defined transport equations, a cost-minimizing strategy is found. Chapter 9 gives more information about the underlying LP used for optimization. ALLEY, W. M., E. AGUADO AND I. REMSON. 1976 The mathematical programming models, described fully, are aimed at determining how a cost-minimizing company that emits pollutants would respond to government control, and what the effect of the control is on the cost and on the amount of pollutants emitted. The cost of a single receptor is a function of the level of emission and a random variable that represents uncertainty. A second random variable, presumed independent of the cost uncertainty, affects the rate of emissions. The first model is simply to minimize the expected value of the cost subject to a constraint on the expected value of total emissions. The decision variable is the level of control used to reduce pollution. The second model is similar, except a function is introduced that maps a management control variable to a level of emission. The third model allows the receptor to purchase a permit in competition with other receptors. With total pollution constrained, the awarding agency limits the awards and allows bidding. ANDRICEVIC, R., AND P. K. KITANIDIS. 1990 . Optimization of the Pumping Schedule in Aquifer Remediation Under Uncertainty. Water Resour. Res. 26(5), 875-885. This seeks to minimize expected cost, where the decision variables are the pumping rates of an aquifer system. The cost function is expressed as the sum of a deterministic function of initial flow rates and final states plus another function times the variance (the mean error is assumed to be zero). The state transition is uncertain, and this method uses differential dynamic programming to obtain a best estimate. Then, a first-order expansion is applied to derive a linear control system. The authors suggest that this method performs better than other approaches that use a deterministic equivalent, notably those that substitute best estimates. This claim is supported by using each solution in a test model that enumerates all possible realizations of the uncertainties. Environ. Econ. and Mgmt. 3, [363] [364] [365] [366] [367] [368] [369] [370] [371] [372] [373] [374] [375] [376] [377] [378] [379] [380] . This uses separable NLP to represent each of two kinds of cost minimization strategies: achieve air quality improvements, and achieve regional emissions reductions. The former requires knowledge of ambient air properties, like pollution dispersion. The latter is what most models consider, especially those using L P (i.e., Teller (1968) and Kohn (1978) Mgrnt. Sci. 21, 1397-1404. The first part of the model development is a derivation of cumulative distribution functions for air and water, which both depend upon a level of taxation that is stationary. The air model is a random multiple of the pollutant level in the previous period plus the level of new emissions as a function of the tax rate. The water model is the sum of the previous period's pollutant level, the new emissions (also a function of tax rate) and a random variable that represents natural reduction, such as evaporation. The two recursions differ in form, but the resulting distribution functions are both shown to be increasing functions of the tax rate. This monotonicity is what makes it possible to treat the optimal control problem in a uniform manner, that is, the effluents could be into the air or water. The resulting analysis of the optimal control problem (which uses NLP) gives a recursive equation for the cumulative distribution function of the (optimal) equilibrium pollutant level. BAYER, M. B. 1972. A Non-Linear Mathematical Programming Model for Water Quality Management. In Biswas, Vol. 2, 1972, 341-351 . This model minimizes total construction cost to build wastewater treatment plants, storage dams and reservoirs designed to control water quality and supply. The equations include the method of the early L P models, except nonlinear functions relate DO deficit and flow variables. The cost functions are also nonlinear (but separable), resulting in an NLP model. Using the same data, the model is applied to the Willamette River in Oregon and compared with the earlier L P and DP solutions. BAYER, M. B. 1976. A Water Quality Optimization Model for Non-Serial River Systems. In Brebbia, 253-267. This is a quadratic programming model, where the primary decision variables are levels of waste treatment for each of several plants. The (linear) constraints are the same as the early L P models plus limits on water temperature. BEN-JEMAA, F., AND M. A. MARINO. 1993 . Optimal Strategy for Aquifer Remediation. In Hon, 585-588. This model is a dynamic program that is similar to earlier models, except that the control is a feedback mechanism. The objective is different from the other models in two respects. First, it seeks to minimize the total square deviation from target state values (rather than cost Res. 20, [752] [753] [754] [755] [756] [757] [758] [759] [760] [761] [762] [763] . This is a semi-infinite LP that determines minimum cost proportions of pollutant decreases from several sources subject to an infinite number of constraints corresponding to quality limits everywhere in a (bounded) space. A simple dominance argument brings it back to ordinary LP, which is extended with a chance-constraint model to represent random breakdowns of pollution control devices. This is where reliability enters the formulation. B o c c~s s , W. G., AND E. 0. HEADY. 1992. A Separable Programming Analysis of Alternative Income and Soil Conservation Policies for U.S. Agriculture, Chapter 10 in Heady and Vocke, 234-250. This uses the constraint structure in the LP by Meister and Heady (1992) , but the demands use a CobbDouglas function of price. This leads to an objective that is a quadratic, separable function of producer and consumer surpluses. Three soil conservation policies are analyzed. A conclusion is that net farm income increases due to the interaction between rising production costs and inelastic commodity demands, while soil erosion levels vary markedly. BOHM, P., AND A. V. KNEESE (EDS. Min c x : L < x S U , A x 2 h , where x, = the waste removal efficiency of the jth discharger (L S 0 and U s I),
A ,
= the rate of water quality improvement at the ith checkpoint per unit of x,, and h, = the required water quality improvement at the ith checkpoint. The equity issue is how dischargers are required to behave. In particular, equal dlschargers (say j and k) should be required to behave equally ( x , = x,), and conversely. This paper proposes some modifications to the LP to address this equity issue. One model is an elastic program that minimizes total deviation from the average (I, x,/N), putting cost as a budget constraint. Other models minimize the range of efficiency (X , , , -x,,,) or just the maximum (x , , , , ). (4), 597-612. The "waste-load allocation" is the level of treatment for BOD removal at each of a collection of point sources along a stream. The formulations are cited as those of Burn and McBean (1985) and Ellis (1987) . Uncertainty in the transport impacts is modeled by simultaneously including scenarios that represent hydrologic, meteorologic, and pollutant loading design conditions. This paper presents four LP models, using the same transport equations, differing by the objective function: 1) minimize maximum violation, 2) minimize maximum regret, 3) minimize total violations, 4) minimize total regret. (7), 934-940. This begins with the early LP: min e x subject to L x 6 1 and Ax 2 b, where A , is the transfer rate at which plant j's pollution removal reaches stream location i , and b, is the quality requirement, net of uncontrolled levels. The decision variables (x,) are the fractions of pollutants removed by the plants, and c is the vector of costs. To deal with uncertainty in the requirements (b), a chance-constraint model is formulated with independent quality requirements. Since the chance constraints are not joint, the certainty equivalent is an LP. Then, uncertainty in the transfer rates is analyzed with a case study of the Speed River in Ontario. BURTON Meister and Heady (1992) to the entitled problem, except some of the dimensions are aggregated. Two sediment control instruments are considered: a limit and a tax. A conclusion is that under low export levels, both control policies greatly reduce the sediment load at a relatively low cost. Under high imports, the cost can increase dramatically. CARBONE, R., W. L. GORR, K. 0. KORTANEK AND J. R. SWEIGART. 1978 Liebman and Lynn (1966) , where the state transition function is stochastic with known probability distribution. The review includes a succinct description of the issues associated with water quality management problems and why DP is well suited, especially compared with LP. Alternatives to the chance-constraint model are also described, notably frequency-based regret. They present some comparative results for the Schuylkill River near Reading, Pennsylvania. CARLIN, A. 1990 (12), 3157-3173. The state variable in the DP model is the vector of hydraulic heads and contaminant concentration. The control variables are the pumping rates, which can vary over time. This model addresses complexities of structure (in particular, the nonconvexities in the transport equations) and size (in particular, a large number of wells and observation points). Using differential dynamic programming, this paper focuses on the computational aspects with two differences from earlier works:-using a penalty function method, and using a finite-element model to 1972 ). It is a linear program that represents the relevant portion of the energy market over an aggregation of EPA's Air Quality Control Regions to about 50 to 100 regions. Supply limits and demands are fixed, and each energy-producing activity emits pollutants whose rates are estimated. Sample runs are included in this report. CLARK, R. M. 1973. Solid Waste: Management and Models, Chapter 14 in Deininger, 269-305. This is a very good introduction to the solid waste problems and how mathematical programming applies. The author identifies two kinds of problems: collection, storage, and transport; and disposal, including operation and location of treatment plants. Linear and mixed integer models are presented, and particular algorithms are reviewed. Many of the 38 references are general, such as for optimal location. Most of those that deal specifically with a solid waste problem are technical reports, which are generally not available anymore. This reflects the newness of applying mathematical programming to such environmental problems at that time. CLARK, R. M., AND J. Q. ADAMS. 1987. Modeling and Operations Research for Drinking Water Systems. In Lev et al., 81-104. Both surface and ground water can be treated by granular activated carbon (GAC) reactivation, raising questions of least-cost regional design and control. Costs include both capital and operation and maintenance for reactivation processes, and the cost function is assumed (or approximated) to be a piecewise linear convex function, which results in a MIP model. There are two classes of continuous-valued variables: the level (x,,) of GAC at one site ( i ) reactivated at another site (j), and the amount (w,) of carbon to be reactivated in a furnace ( r ) at some site (j). There are two classes of 0-1 variables. First, y, = 1 allows reactivation alternative r at site j by the constraints: L r y , < wrJ 6 UrJ y,, where Lrl and Url are the least and greatest pounds of carbon that can be reactivated in furnace r , if that alternative is chosen. There is also an associated fixed charge. Second, q, requires that a water utility ships all or none of its GAC from site i to site j by constraint x, = D,q,], where D, is the pounds of GAC the utility at site i requires to be activated. Furthermore, some site must satisfy this due to the constraint zJ xx, = D,. The paper presents a particular application to the Ohio River Valley. For a typical scenario with three furnace alternatives, the MIP has 180 constraints and 560 variables, of which 80 are 0- Willis (1976 Willis ( , 1979 and NLP models by Gorelick et al. (1984) This is a collection of papers, most of which were already published elsewhere. The only one directly relevant to this survey is Seinfeld and Kyan, but this collection has some other papers of related interest. DARBY, W. P., P. J. OSSENBRUGGEN AND C. J. GREGORY.
1974. Optimization of Urban Air Monitoring Networks. ASCE J. Environ. Engin. 100(3), 577-591. The objective is to maximize effectiveness, which is a nonlinear function of pollution concentration, exposure time, population exposed, and the age distribution of the exposed population. Constraints include regional sample sizes, fixed by EPA regulations, and a budget constraint. After some formulation tricks, the model is a min-cost network problem with binary variables x , = 1 if a sampler that measures pollutant i is located in region j. D'ARGE, R. C. 1972. Economic Growth and the Natural Environment. In Kneese and Bower, 11-34. This reviews earlier works and the materials balance approach to economic modeling of environmental quality. The dynamics represent a purely extraction-consumption-waste process. The objective of the optimization model separates into the difference between a function of per-capita income and one of waste density, each varying over time. This is multiplied by the population, which also changes over time. The usual convexity and monotonicity assumptions are used with Lagrangian duality analysis of price paths. DASGUPTA, P. 1982. The Control of Resources. Basil Blackwell, Oxford, U.K. This is a research monograph that applies to the economics of both air and water quality control. After introducing game-theoretic models with linear tax functions (Chapter 2), the author gives an elementary presentation of goals, constraints and prices (Chapter 3). He briefly discusses nonconvexities in the net benefit function (notably in the damage function) and multiple objectives.
DATHE, H. M. 1974. Decision Making for Environmental
Planning. In Gottinger, 175-191. This is an LP model that chooses SO, reductions by each of several polluters to achieve a total air quality standard to minimize the total cost. The model, which is a simplification of the Kortanek and Gorr (1972) Planning of Economically Optimal Pollution Control Systems. Ph.D. Thesis, Department of Civil Engineering, Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill. This was the first detailed LP formulation of water quality control using the Streeter-Phelps equations. The thesis first considers only BOD removal, then combines it with DO deficit reduction in a larger LP (the appendix has a FOR-TRAN listing of a program to solve this). Because treatment decisions are discrete, the thesis considers the use of integer programming as well, but at that time, the computational state-of-the-art was very limited. The last chapter (111) Development. Kluwer, Dordrecht, The Netherlands. This is a detailed description of an NLP model that focuses on CO, emissions, designed to address the following question: What is the optimal level of greenhouse gases emissions that does not perturb the climate as well as the economic system? The term holistic model is used to mean that all variables are endogenous, even if they belong to another system. In particular, climate variables, like temperature, are in the model, as well as economic variables, like measures of growth. An appendix gives the GAMS code, including data. The world is partitioned into two regions: developed and undeveloped. There are three sectors: agriculture, industry, and service, and there are three processes: abatement, intermediate, and intensive. Time periods are 5-year intervals from 1985 through 2035. The NLP represents a welfare economic equilibrium in three submodels: economic, carbon cycle, and temperature. The economic model determines CO, emissions, which is input to the carbon cycle model. This determines the effect of CO, fertilization on the agriculture sector of the economic model plus inputs to the temperature model, which gives the economic model the effect of a temperature rise on agriculture. The objective function is a quadratic that represents a weighted sum of multiple objectives. Constraints include material balances and limits on capital, land, and deforestation. A LP models represent a deposition-constrained approach; the author argues that the lack of perfect information in the transfer coefficients need not preclude its effective use. The first LP is to minimize required emissions reductions in eastern North America, which corresponds to minimizing the cost of SO, removal, subject to reduction constraints that correspond to air quality standards. The uncertainty in the net emissions coefficients can be handled by solving an LP for the range, giving optimistic and pessimistic solution values. The author first uses regret analysis to consider the different emission rates that come from different long-range transport (LRT) models. Then robust optimization is used to find a policy that deals simultaneously with seven LRT models. Other criteria are considered, notably minimizing the maximum violation, and minimizing the maximum regret. what makes the model deterministic. All models seek to minimize the total cost of abatement, and the decision variables are levels of pollutant removal at each source. Following Atkinson and Lewis (1976) , the first type of model is the emission least-cost model, and the second is the ambient least-cost model. They differ in that the former uses a uniform emissions rate (scalar) and requires an aggregate level of removal to satisfy a prescribed air quality standard. The latter uses emission rates that depend upon the source and receptor and upon air quality standard constraints at each receptor (rather than aggregate . This emphasizes the range of designs from using a sequence of aeration tanks connected in series to one completely mixed tank. After modeling flows, system optimization is defined by minimizing the total holding time (a related objective considered is minimizing the total volume of the biological growth chamber). About half the paper is devoted to analyzing results with specific data and giving insights into the model's sensitivity to key parameters. ESCUDERO, L. F. 1976. The Air Pollution Abatement MASC-AP Model. In Brebbia, 173-181. This is an MIP model whose primary decision variables are the levels of pollutant reduction in each grid covering a region, for each of several meteorological conditions. Associated binary variables are used to limit each reduction variable, based on a diffusion model. The diffusion equations are also used to limit the binary values, as a surrogate for a probability constraint. The (linear) objective is to minimize total emission reduction. ESOGBUE, A. 0. (ED. 20, 169-178. This uses NLP for an economic equilibrium model that applies to emissions of pollutants into the air or discharge of waste into water. The model uses an effluent tax to meet a specified level of quality. The tax function is the same for all polluters, and it is an increasing, convex function of the level of effluence. Using a penalty function argument, the author concludes that the same solution can be obtained with a linear tax function. They point out, however, that the nonlinear function assures interim satisfaction of standards that might change over time, whereas the linear function cannot assure this. (Abilock and Fishbone 1979) . The reference to the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) version is to distinguish it from its development partner, KFA (Germany). The paper succinctly specifies the LP data, variables, and equations. FISHELSON, G. 1983 . Dynamic Aspects of Water Quality Control. Chapter 3 in Tolley et al., 43-60. This forms the fundamental equations for the optimal control problem that maximizes the present value of water quality, which is a function of water pollution, quantity, and purchased inputs for water treatment. The system state is the water quality, and standard control analysis is applied. The Lagrange multiplier associated with the state equation is shown to be the opt~mal (Pigovian) tax on pollution. From this base, a regional model is formulated, using the standard discretization of time to obtain a dynamic program. FISHER, A. C., AND F. M. PETERSON. 1976 . The Environment in Economics: A Survey. J. Econ. Lit. 14 (March), 1-33. This is a lengthy review, beginning with some history that dates back to the late nineteenth century and citing the emergence of environmental economics. There is an interesting section about the nonconvexity of damage functions, followed by a bibliographic tour of general equilibrium models (those using mathematical programming have been cited here).
FOELL, W. K., AND L. A. HERVEY (EDS.). 1983. National
Perspectives on Management of EnergyiEnvironment Systems. John Wiley, New York. This is a collection of short papers that summarize models used for policy analysis in each of 12 countries. In most cases, LP is used iteratively, such as described by Greenberg and Murphy (1980) . The primary use of the models is for energy policy analysis, and environmental impacts are measured by emissions, such as sulfur from burning coal to generate electricity. The papers are not listed separately here because they do not give enough detail about thcir models, but they do give some references (also generally incomplete). FORTIN, M., AND E. A. MCBEAN. 1983 . A Management Model for Acid Rain Abatement. Atmos. ~i v i r o n . 17(11), 2331-2336. This is an LP model to minimize the total cost of abatement subject to limits on total emissions from each source and a budget constraint. The emissions constraint for the ith receptor has the form 1, (1 -x,)E,T,, S b r , where j indexes the sources, x, = removal rate (between 0 and I), E, is the source emissions before treatment over the (fixed) time period, and T,, is the transfer coefficient of pollutants from source j to receptor i. Additional constraints represent equity among sources by limiting pair-wise differences in the removal rates. Meteorologic uncertainty, manifest in transfer coefficients, uses the mean-variance representation . &
(1 -x j ) E I (~, + au,,), where T,, has mean p,, and standard deviation u,,; a is a parameter that represents allowable risk (the same for each source and receptor). FRONZA, G., AND P. MELLI (EDS. Res. 20(4), 41 5-427. The simulation pertains to solving groundwater flow equations (they use a finite element method). They report on the use of MINOS to solve a nonlinear program that seeks to minimize contaminant concentration subject to the flow constraints. The full representation, which^ they call the "embedding approach," results in a large NLP that is computationally prohibitive. They propose another approach that iterates between the simulation, given the controls, and the NLP that uses simulation results to approximate flow relations linearly (used as a subroutine, the simulation gives functional and Jacobian evaluations for an iteration of the MINOS NLP method (5), 935-954. This is the theoretical companion to their earlier paper (1980) that establishes a general framework to incorporate certain regulatory structures into an LP model. For example, demands are variables, rather than fixed, determined by imputed prices. In the case of electricity, consumers respond to average, rather than marginal, prices due to regulated capital returns. The LP is modified iteratively to account for these nonlinearities. Other structures are described, and theorems are established to prove how iterative price adjustments can be used to obtain a regulated equilibrium. GREENBERG, M. R. 1978. Applied Linear Programmrng for the Socioeconomic and Envrronmental Sciences. Academic Press, New York. As the title suggests, this begins with a basic introduction to LP (Part I), then has a chapter on each of several applications (Part 2). Chapter 6 gives some L P models for solid waste, and Chapter 7 gives some for water resource management. The LP for solid waste is to determine a least-cost transportation of waste from sources to destinations, which can be via a waste treatment plant. The disposal stations, which are the final destinations, as well as the (intermediate) waste treatment plants have limited capacities. A waste treatment plant reduces the quantity of waste, which is the incentive for using it due to limited capacity at disposal stations. This LP is extended to an MIP that allows construction of new treatment plants and disposal stations. Finally, the MIP is made dynamic with assumed demands over time. The water resource management models represent least-cost solutions to satisfy demands, including facility siting. One section is on water quality, which is a simplified presentation of the early LP models. GUARISO, G., AND H. WERTHNER. 1989. Environrnerztal Deci- sion Support Systems. Ellis Horwood Limited, Chichester, England. This shows how optimization can be integrated into a decision support system. Chapter 4 refers to some water quality control models as in Rinaldi et al. (1979) and Loucks et al. (1981) A,, is the transfer rate of pollutants from the jth source to the ith receptor, and b, is the acceptable level of total emissions at the rth receptor. The bounds represent a range of emissions, and the cost to reduce emissions is the same across sources. The issue is how to represent uncertainties in the transfer coefficients. The paper gives two certainty equivalent models for the chance constraint: P(Ax S b) 2 a. The first is distribution-free, which requires the construction of solution sets. The second assumes a Normal distribution and uses the Tchebysheff inequality to derive the mean-variance form (see text). Mathematically, both models have the same nonlinear form Ex + y(x~x)112 i P. GULDMANN, J-M. 1988 [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] . This is a location problem that includes air quality constraints. The binary decision variables are x,], = 1 if plant k is located in sector r and uses pollution abatement process j. There are logical constraints (e.g., every plant must be assigned to a sector, and some plants already exist) and an acreage limit for each sector. The air quality constraint for residential zone r has the form I,], e,J,,x,Jk i q,, where e,,, is the net emissions, determined by a product of other data, including the portion of zone r affected by sector i. (q,) . These are some of the constraints in an LP model, and pollution is constrained by a bound, y S U . The remaining constraints require energy production to equal specified levels. The decision variables are plant levels of fuel use, like types of coal and oil. Each fuel has a known energy output, which is a constant rate, and the objective is to minimize total cost. The model is applied to the Haifa area, and most of the paper focuses on analyzing uncertain parameters, such those affected by variable air patterns. In Fronza and Melli, 75-89. The models are for SO,, but the formulation generalizes to represent other pollutants that obey a superposition principle (i.e., inert chemicals). The first model assumes a continuous-control variable for each of several sources, presumed to lie in a closed, finite interval. The objective is to minimize total cost, summed over the sources, where each source's cost is a convex function of the level of control. The level of control is assumed to reduce the level of pollution proportionally, so there is one linear constraint at each point in space that represents a total air quality requirement. The space is bounded, but not discretized, so the number of constraints is infinite. Duality is then applied to obtain the usual economic interpretations of the Lagrange multipliers as marginal prices. This basic convex program is extended to represent uncertainties, such as due to weather. The (finite) number of sampling points, and their locations, are determined by optimization.
HAFKAMP, W. A. 1984. Economic-Environmental Modeling
In a National-Reg~onal System. Elsevier, New York. This is what the author calls a "multi-layer" approach to environmental modeling in connection with the economy. He defines three layers as interrelated submodels: economic, employment, and environmental quality. Using about 550 variables and 470 equations, the model assumes that air, water, and land quality are measured by pollutants emitted from industry and people. The level of pollution is determined by known functions. The discussion about the multlobjective, nonlinear program (Chapter 5 ) is abstract, except for an example that suggests variables include regional-sectorial production volumes, value added, and employment plus regional pollution levels. (Harris 1989) , this has several mathematical programming models. Most of them, however, pertain to water supply and delivery, rather than to water quality. The only ones relevant to this survey are Ben-Jemaa and Marifio; and Shafer and Varljen. HORNER, G. L., AND D. J. DUDEK. 1980. An Analytical System for the Evaluation of Land Use and Water Quality Policy Impacts Upon Irrigated Agriculture. In Yaron and Tapiero, 537-568. A generic math program model is given, whose constraints include inventory equations and limited total land. Crop yield depends upon water quality (used for irrigation), which can be controlled (e.g., concentration of nitrogen). The objective is a net benefit function, but most attention is given to its cost component. Although the generic model admits nonlinearities, the specific model presented is an LP. HOROWITZ, A. J. 1970. Optimization of Water Quality Systems by Nonlinear Programming. M.S. Thesis, School of Engineering and Applied Science, University of California, Los Angeles. This was an early NLP model to minimize total treatment cost, subject to flow equations (Streeter-Phelps and C a m p Dobbins) and DO concentration requirements. It extended the two nonlinear programs that had been developed by that time (Liebman and Lynn 1966, Clough and Bayer 1968).
HOUGLAND, E. S., AND N. T. STEPHENS. 1976 (8), 2835-2845. The problem is to locate wells for monitoring groundwater quality in a region that contains a contaminant. A network is defined by discretizing the region, calling each location a node. The "multilayered" property refers to hydrostratigraphic intervals (HSIs), defined as a layer within which hydraulic conductivity is assumed uniform. Weights (W,,) are derived for each node ( i ) and each HSI (j). This is a combinatorial optimization model (classified as MIP), where x,, = 1 if a well is installed at node L in HSI j (else, x,, = 0): The objective is to maximize the weighted sum, where the weights reflect preferred locations (there is a negative sum as well to penalize not locating wells in the "upgradient zone," which is for background monitoring). Constraints are composed of a requirement for some wells to be located in each HSI, a fixed number to be located in the upgradient zone, and a fixed total number of wells. Removing this one last constraint on the total number of wells, the MIP decomposes into optimizing for each HSI independently. It further decomposes into sites in the upgradient zone and sites not in the upgradient zone. Each problem becomes a 0-1 knapsack problem, which can be solved parametrically to then consider the coupling constraint on the total number of wells. HUETH, D., AND U. REGEV. 1974. Optimal Agricultural Pest Management With Increasing Pest Resistance. Am. J. Agric. Econ. 56(Aug), 543-551. This is a dynamic model whose horizon is one growing season, but the analysis uses NLP. There are three state variables: potential plant product, pest population density, and an index of stock of pest susceptibility. The decision variables are a nonpest control and a chemical pest control. The objective includes a concave benefit function and a convex cost function. The state transition functions are assumed to have the convexity and monotonicity properties that make the overall NLP a convex program, and Lagrangian analysis is used to infer solution properties. HWANG, C. L., J. L. WILLIAMS, R. SHOJALASHKARI AND F. T. FAN. 1973 . Regional Water Quality Management by the Generalized Reduced Gradient Method. Water Resour. Bull. 9(6), 1159-1181. This considers several measures of water quality at once: DO concentration, BOD concentration, temperature, and the rise in temperature. The NLP is solved with a generalized reduced gradient method, and a simple (less realistic) version is compared with a D P method.
IBM. 1968. Proceedings of the IBM Scientrfic Computrng
Symposium on Water and Air Resource Management.
This contalns the first L P model for air quality control (by Teller). Among the 21 papers, the others relevant to this survey are Liebman; and Matalas. VAN IERLAND, E. C. 1993 . Macroeconomic Analysis of Environmental Policy. Elsevier, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. This text begins with some background in environmental economics, using taxes and regulation in an NLP model that seeks a Pareto optimum (multiple objectives represent different decision makers). chapter 7 gives an L P model that had been formulated by Maler (1974) This begins with a succinct definition of the management problem. A DP approach is taken with the downstream direction defining the temporal order, and the state is the level of flow. The BOD and DO concentrations are defined by functions of the flow and the regulated system used. Unlike other D P models, this considers two regulated systems, which define release sequences, so at each stage there are two states (one per system). The model is applied to the Potomac River Basin. JEMAA, F. B., AND M. A. MARINO. 1993 . Optimal Strategy for Aquifer Remediation. In Hon, 585-588. This model is a dynamic program that is similar to earlier models, except that the control is a feedback mechanism. The objective is different from the other models in that it seeks to minimize the total square deviation from target state values. Also, this approach employs dynamic programming, following the standard recursion, rather than a nonlinear programming technique (used by the others). JENKINS, R. R. 1993. The Economics of Solrd Waste Reduction. Edward Elgar, Brookfield, Vermont. The entitled problem area, which is classified here as land quality control, is approached by a varlety of economic methods. Some are econometric, and some are nonmathematical. One chapter (3) uses Lagrange multipliers with a welfare economic model to explain thk behavior of households and firms. JOHANSSON, P-0. 1987. The Economic Theory and Measurement of Er~lrvirormzental Benefits. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, U.K. This is more elementary (mathematically) than Maler (1974), but it takes the same welfare economic approach to give an integrated economic analysis of environmental quality control. One new aspect is attention to discrete decision variables (Chapter 8) and to representation of uncertainty (Chapter 10). By "discrete analysis," the author simply illustrates the inappropriateness of using shadow prices when a variable is binary (does not proceed to use MIP Thomann and Sobel (1964) . Structurally, it goes further than Deininger (1965) and Sobel (1965) in presenting four variations on methods of allocation: uniform percentage of waste removal, single DO concentration level (letting cost minimization determine discharges), unlform effluent charge, and zone effluent charge. Each method leads to a different (linear) constraint on the discharge variables. JOHNSTON, G. M., D. FRESHWATER AND P. FAVERO (EDS.).
1988. Natural Resource and Environmental Policy Analysis. Westview Press, Boulder, Colorado. This is a collection of papers, mostly about specific studies. Those that use mathematical (linear) programming are Arthur; and LeBlanc and Reilly. JONES, C. V. 1994. Visualization in Mathematical Programming. ORSA J. Comput. 6(3), 221-257. This is not directly related to environmental control, but it is referenced in the text in the context of avenues for further research. This is a comprehensive state-of-the-art survey on the entitled topic, which is aimed at improving our ability to understand a mathematical programming model and scenario solutions. KEEGAN, R. T., AND J. V. LEEDS, JR. 1970. Dynamic Programming and Estuarine Water Quality Control. Water Resour. Bull. 6(2), 235-248. A DP model is formulated to address such questions as: How much pollutant can be discharged such that total cost is minimized while satisfying water quality standards? From where and with what type of treatment? For a given budget, how can total pollutant discharged be minimized? The first and last questions become reciprocal with the DP approach, because it is inherently parametric. Suppose that f(b) = min cost for level of pollutants S b , and g ( c ) = min pollutant discharge for cost S c . Then DP finds f for all b within some target level, so g ( c ) = min {b: f(b) 5 c). Similarly, DP can find g for all c , and f(b) = Min {c: g ( c ) 6 b). In words, f and g each represent the same envelope function that describes cost as a function of pollutant discharge. G E L E R , E. M., E. M. SPENCE AND R. ZECKHAUSER. 1971.
The Optimal Control of Pollution. J. Econ. Theory 4(1), 19-34. This is a welfare economic approach to pollution, regardless of whether it pertains to air, land, or water. Three simple equilibrium models are described. By assuming convexity, the standard Lagrangian results apply. KERRI, K. D. 1966 Penguin Books, New York. This is a fairly nontechnical introduction to the entitled subject. Chapter 6, however, presents "some useful models," which includes Lagrang& analysis of an elementary NLP and the LP approach to resource management. Examples include air and water quality control, separately and integrated. KNEESE, A. V., R. U. AYRES AND R. C. D'ARGE. 1970. ECOnomics and the Environment: A Materials Balance Approach. Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, Maryland. As the title suggests, this is a mostly LP model (in which the flow equations are linear, but there can be nonlinear production functions), using the activity analysis approach developed during the 1950s. Optimal taxes are defined by the Lagrange multipliers applied to each sector's resource profile. KNEESE, A. V., AND B. T. BOWER. 1968. Managrng Water Quality: Economics, Technology, Institutions. Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, Maryland. This is an early, comprehensive introduction that includes specific cases. The LP models (Thomann and Sobel 1964) of the Delaware estuary are mentioned, but no mathematical programming model is described with any detail for any of the cases. Welfare economics is considered as a general approach to policy issues, which later led to NLP models (by others). For this reason, some authors cite this as though it was the beginning of environmental economics. KNEESE, A. V., AND B. T. BOWER (EDS. ) had already evolved, apart from environmental quality issues, using Lagrangian duality for general analysis and LP for particular models. This book casts the residuals management problem in the context of controlling environmental quality through constraints and taxes. (Contrary to the implied claim in this book, these are not equivalent. The dual price used as a tax in place of the constraint can produce a different solution.) Specific mathematical programming models are presented as appendices to some of the chapters. Econometrica 39(6), 983-995. This presents another aspect of the author's thesis. Using LP, he generates a set of alternative air quality levels that have the same total cost. The frontier tradeoff is compared to a social indifference curve, based on medical considerations, for the St. Louis airshed. Both curves are concave in the same direction.
KOHN, R. E. 1973. Labor Displacement and Air Pollution
Control. Opns. Res. 21, 1063-1070. This is an outgrowth of the author's thesis that uses lexicographic ordering of two objectives. The first objective is cost (as in the thesis), and the second is labor displacement. Applied to the St. Louis airshed, the author concludes negligible changes in displacement, but he notes that this could be serious for airsheds with less industrial diversity than St. Louis. KOHN, R. E. 1975 . Air Pollution Control. DC Heath and Company, Lexington, Mass. This presents the basic theory and partly serves as background for the author's LP model (1978) . Chapter 1 gives the fundamental connection between welfare economics and mathematical programming via activity analysis. Subsequent chapters then rely on optimization modeling to represent economic behavior. KOHN, R. E. 1978 Due to multiple industries, Pareto solutions are sought, which comprise the "possibility frontier." Properties of the frontier are derived under assumptions of homogeneity, subadditivity, and monotonicity of the concentration measure. KORTANEK, K. O., AND W. L. GORR. 1972. Numerical Aspects of Pollution Abatement Problems: Optimal Control Strategies for Air Quality Standards. In Proceedings in Operations Research. Physica-Verlag, Wiirzburg, Germany. This model is described by Gorr, Gustafson and Kortanek (1972) (also see Gustafson and Kortanek 1973 , 1976 , 1982 . This paper focuses on numerical solution techniques. KOSOBUD, R. F., T. A. DALY AND K. G. QUINN. 1991. Tradeable Permits for Global Warming Control: Implications for Regional Economies and Public Utilities. Technical ~e~o r t , University of Illinois at Chicago (Presented at the 53rd American Power Conference, Chicago, Ill.). This uses LP to provide estimates of global and regional time paths of permit prices and energy use. and to trace gas emissions. In the economic theoretical development, the model can be nonlinear, and Lagrange multipliers are applied in the usual way to determine the structure of an optimal time path that minimizes a discounted cost of abatement and permit purchase. In testing the theory, an LP version is used (the details are omitted) and compared with results from Global 2100 by Manne and Richels (1992 This gives details about stream modeling and documents the software system, MODSIM, used by the EPA. Water quality is not explicitly included, but the model can be extended to account for pollution with additional material flow equations and discharge rates. The notion of simulation is that of stepping through time with the dynamical state equations, and myopic optimization is applied at each stage to represent the behavior of the agents. Unlike conventional DP, which assumes a clairvoyance, the use of optimization is to simulate responses to the state under the assumption of rational behavior, rather than to prescribe an overall best policy. LAKSHMANAN, T. R., AND P. NIJKAMP (EDS. Kneese and Bower, . This is a welfare economics model to determine levels of pesticides used, based on the model by Edwards, Langham and Headley (1970) . The objective is to maximize producer and consumer surplus minus an "externality function" that represents the damage cost of the pesticide level. No interaction is assumed: The total damage is the sum of the damages from each pesticide. There is also a constraint that limits the use of each pesticide in each portion of the land. Piecewise approximation yields an LP model, which was applied to Dade County, Florida. LANGLEY, J. A., B. C. ENGLISH AND E. 0 . HEADY. 1992. A Regional-National Recursive Model for the State of Iowa. Chapter 11 in Heady and Vocke, 251-271. This uses LP to represent optimal Iowa production, which is linked with a national econometric model. The algorithm iterates (not recursive, as the title suggests) by using the output of one module as input to the other. Details of the models are given, and this is applied to test data. , 193-202 . The early LP models, which find overall min-cost solutions, can contain inequities as to who pays for the pollution of a stream. This pap& addresses the-conflict between equity and economy by formulating categories of treatment plants (e.g., putting all paper mills in one category). The model also allows pollution to flow upstream, as well as downstream, so the earlier DP approach (Liebman and Lynn 1966) does not apply. Instead, MIP is used, as in Liebman and Marks (1968) . LIEBMAN, J. C. 1975 . Models in Solid Waste Management.
Chapter 5 in Gass and Sisson, 139-164. This is a review of operations research models for solid waste collection and disposal. Those using mathematical programming are siting (MIP), capacity expansion (MIP, DP), and routing (MIP). LIEBMAN, J. C., AND W. R. LYNN. 1966 This was the first DP model for water quality control, based on the first author's thesis (1965) . Similar to the early LP models, it minimizes the cost of providing waste treatment to satisfy DO concentration levels. LIEBMAN, J. C., AND D. H. MARKS. 1968 . A Balas Algorithm for Zoned Uniform Treatment. ASCE J. Sanit. Engin. 94(4), 585-593. This is an integer programming model that extends the early LP models for water quality control by considering a finite number of treatment levels in each zone (defined by reaches). This is reformulated as a 0-1 integer program to which Balas' implicit enumeration algorithm was applied (this was a new technique at that time, so its performance to solve large-scale problems was not well understood). LINDHOLM, 0. G. 1978. Modelling of Sewerage Systems.
Chapter 10 in James, 227-246. This describes an NLP model of a sewerage system design built for the Norwegian government. Two objectives are min cost and min leakage of waste water from the system. LIU, B., AND E. S. Yu. 1977. Air Pollution Damage Functions and Regional Damage Estimates. Technomic, Westport, Conn. This is a detailed study of how to estimate damage caused by air pollution. A well formed damage function can serve as an objective in an air quality model, such as minimizing damage as a function of variables whose levels can be controlled. This study proposes a primitive theoretical framework for optimal policies, using Lagrange multipliers in the usual way to deduce properties of optimality. Its main contribution, however, is the detailed derivation of damage functions. LOAICIGA, H. A. 1989 . An Optimization Approach for Groundwater Quality Monitoring Network Design.
Water Resour. Res. 25(8), 1771 -1782 . This is a combinatorial optimization model (classified as MIP) to determine whether or not an observation is made at a sampling site. The objective is to minimize the variance of the error, which is a quadratic function. In addition to a budget constraint, there are linear equations that require the estimators to be unbiased. The basic model is extended to be dynamic. LOEHMAN, E., D. PINGRY AND A. WHINSTON. 1974. Cost Al- location for a Regional Pollution Treatment System. In Conner and Loehman, 223-250. This extends the LP models by Graves, Hatfield and Whinston (1969, 1972) with a nonlinear cost function. Variations are analyzed to enable market forces to replace quality constraints, such as taxes and an incremental cost allocation scheme (to achieve better equity among polluters This extends the Liebman and Lynn (1966) DP model to address a question of equity: How much should each polluter pay? Total treatment cost is minimized subject to a chance constraint that represents risk of violating a DO standard. Using a linear decision rule, the certainty equivalent becomes simple inequalities on the levels of treatment. Then two policies are analyzed in connection with the equity question. The first policy is to require a percentage of ~~~r e r n o v a l from each plant; the second is to require all plants to achieve the same level of risk for DO violation. LOHANI, B. N., AND N. C. THANH. 1979 The nature of the flow regulation pertains to rates of discharge into a stream at locations associated with plants that need to eliminate waste. The levels of pollutants are measured by DO concentration at specified points (not the same as plant locations). The primary objective is to determine a least-cost solution for water delivery when there might be a drought. Water quality is included as requirements according to the class of water use (there are four classes that differ by DO level requirements). In the complete model, a Pareto optimum is obtained by maximizing a weighted sum of net benefits. The net benefit of each participant is a piecewise linear utility function of its discharge. LOUCKS, D. P., C. S. REVELLE AND W. R. LYNN. 1967. Linear Programming Models for Water Pollution Control. Mgmt. Sci. 14(4), B166-B181. Drawing on earher works by Thomann and Sobel (1964 ), Sobel (1965 ), Deininger (1965 , Kerri (1966) and Liebman and Lynn (1966) , this presents an extensive development of the entitled models. The problem is to determine a least-cost control of effluents into a stream at designated locations. Each discharge affects the downstream DO levels, and reductions in the waste discharges have associated costs. The fundamental LP model is to minimize cost subject to flow constraints and bounds on DO concentrations and on the levels of the controls. L o u c~s , D. P., J. R. STEDINGER AND D. A. HAITH. 1981 .
Water Resource Systems Planning and Analys~s. Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N. J. This is a comprehensive, introductory text on the entitled topic. Early chapters set the foundation, including presentations of LP, NLP, and DP models. Part IV, which deals specifically with water quality management, presents simulation models first (Chapter 9). This describes the standard stream modeling with dynamical equations. The last chapter (10) presents a least-cost NLP modkl with exogenous quality standards. The variables are pollution reduction levels that can be controlled by operating plants whose sites can be part of the decision. [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] . This presents the primal and (Lagrangian) dual NLPs, where each consumer's utility is a function of the levels of private and public goods. For example, a private good could be the catch of fish and the associated public good is the dissolved oxygen, which affects all fish quality. The primal NLP maximizes each consumer's utility subject to a budget constraint that depends upon prices, and its dual minimizes total cost subject to a utility requirement. Assuming differentiability and quasiconcavity, Lagrange multipliers are applied to derive properties of the equilibria. MALER, K-G. 1974. Environmental Economics: A Theoretl- cal Inquily. Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, Maryland. This presents a materials-balance, general equilibrium framework for modeling environmental quality and its relations with the economy. The balance equations account for flows of goods, services, labor, and capital. These are logical constraints in the equivalent mathematical program whose solution is a general equilibrium. Other constraints include limits on variables that are in the flow accounts, or on controls that are related to the economic variables. Environmental quality is included in the welfare function, which is a present value utility in the aggregate. The point of this development is to present alternative paradigms that suggest a framework for environmental modeling based on standard economic theory. As such, it is an abstract treatment that also suggests a generic method of analysis. MANNE, A. S., AND R. G. RICHELS. 1992. Buying Green- house Insurance: The Economic Costs of Carbon Droxide Emissron Limits. MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass. Motivated by analyzing policies that would affect the next century, the ETA-MACRO modeling framework is extended to define their Global 2100 model. Part I1 gives a detailed description of the model structure, supplemented by appendices on the underlying assumptions of its parts: macroeconomic relations, electricity generation, nonelectric energy supplies, international oil trade, and carbon emissions. The model is a partial equilibrium, with oil prices as exogenous, which is equivalent to a nonlinear program whose objective function is a logarithmic utility function of consumption. Most of the constraints are linear; some are linearizations of nonlinear functions. Carbon emissions are determined by processes, notably electricity generation, for which emission rates are presumed known. MANNE, A. S., AND T. F. RUTHERFORD. 1993. International Trade in Oil, Gas and Carbon Emission Rights: An Intertemporal General Equilibrium Model. Technical Report, Economics Department, University of Colorado, Boulder. This extends the Global 2100 model (Manne and Richels 1992) to obtain a general equilibrium; in particular, oil import and export limits are removed and oil prices are imputed, rather than exogenous. Then three issues are addressed with the model: 1) impacts of carbon emission limits on future oil prices, 2) leakage, and 3) quantification of gains from trade in carbon emission rights. (The term "leakage" pertains to an increase in one region's CO,, relative to global reduction. This can occur from relocation or from the use of substitute fuels if oil prices increase.) In addition, this paper demonstrates the computational effectiveness of using sequential joint maximization to obtain an intertemporal general equilibrium. MANNE, A. S., AND C-0. WENE. 1992. MARKAL-MACRO:
A Linked Model for Energy-Economy Analysis. Informal Report BNL-47161. Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, N.Y. This reports on some practical problems with linking MARKAL and ETA-MACRO to form MARKAL-MACRO (see Abilock and Fishbone 1979, Hamilton et al. 1992) . MARKAL is a linear program that was written in OMNI, and ETA-MACRO is a nonlinear program that was written in CAMS. The language differences presented some implementation problems with the first effort to link them. Gorelick (1983) , Ahlfeld et al. (1988) . The design problem is to select well locations and pumping rates to minimize cost or contamination (or a linear combination). As in the earlier models, a complication is the use of simulation to solve the transport equations to determine the contamination for a particular design. This paper presents some experiments with a simulated annealing approach. (Part 1, published in 1991, presented the method of simulated annealing apart from this application.) MATALAS, N. C. 1968. Optimum Gaging Station Location.
Number 5 in IBM, 85-94. It is assumed that the quality of information obtained from a gaging station is inversely proportional to the variance of the estimate. The model maximizes information by minimizing the sum of variances, subject to a budget constraint. Each variance is a function of all station locations due to correlation effects. The first-order Lagrangian conditions are applied to obtain the key solution property that determines whether a station should be discontinued. This uses NLP analysis of several welfare economic models in connection with taxing SO emissions. One model seeks minimum cost; another seeks maximum profit. In each case, bounds on levels of taxation are derived that achieve desired levels of emissions. The appendix (B) also describes two ways to introduce land prices into the model. MATHUR, V. K., AND H. YAMADA. 1972. An Economic Theory of Pollution Control. Papers Region. Sci. Assoc. 28, 223-235. This postulates a welfare economic model with convexity structure to apply Lagrangian duality. The model is Max W(x, y , R ) subject to T(x, y , z ) = 0 and R = F(v(y) -a ( z ) , R u ) = 0. The variables are x = production level of pollution-free good, y = production level of pollutiongenerating good, and z = production level of pollutionpreventive (or abatement) good. All functions are assumed to be twice continuously differentiable, and the welfare function (W) is concave. The first equation represents limited production with free substitutability among the three types of goods, where T is concave. The second equation defines the level of pollution (R), where v is strictly increasing and convex, a is strictly increasing and concave, and R 0 is the initial stock. F is assumed to be strictly increasing and convex in its first argument. The model is extended to two pollution-generating goods ( y , , y,).
MCNAMARA, J. R. 1976. An Optimization Model for Regional Water Quality Management. Water Resour. Res. 12(2), 125-134. This extends the early LP models by considering a variety of pollution abatement techniques in a geometric program. The use of DP to allow nonlinearities is rejected on computational grounds, due to the size of the state space for the extension (though the author's 1971 Ph.D. thesis did show how geometric programming can be used to solve each stage of a DP formulated with a manageable state space). Following the early models, quality is measured by levels of BOD concentration, and the stream is partitioned into reaches in the usual way. Nonlinearities enter the constraints and costs, as described in Ecker and McNamara (1971) and Ecker (1975 Nicol and Heady (1992) , except that the producing regions are aggregated to about half the number. Many of the later chapters refer to this one as the LP they used in their studies. A conclusion of this study is that constraints on land and water use would redistribute farm income in favor of areas with modest rainfall and level land. where N is the number of wells to be located, x, = 1 means a well is located at site j, and y, = 1 means plume i is detected by some well (in its associated set, S , ) . This is a welfare economic model, using NLP methods. Economic relations, such as with production, labor, and employment, are represented by an input-output (linear) equation. This is augmented with emissions, estimated from a diffusion model, giving another linear subsystem. Decision variables include levels of investments to abate pollution. Two models are LPs. The NLP (model 111) contains bilinear terms resulting from the product of levels of production times levels of investment. MURPHY, F. H. 1994 . Convergence Properties of NEMS.
Working Paper, Department of Management, Temple University, Philadelphia. This begins by showing how the modular structure of the National Energy Modeling System (NEMS) employs Bender's decomposition. Other decomposition approaches, such as Lan and Fuller, are considered in connection with using Gauss-Seidel iterations. The difficulties encountered with convergence in an earlier version of NEMS is overcome through deeper understanding of the iterative process when computing an economic equilibrium by fixed-point computation using LP (see text). The analysis also applies to recent air quality control models that use a similar modularity, for example, Duraiappah (1993) . NAGADEVARA, V., AND E. 0. HEADY. 1992. Interregional
Analysis of Soil Conservancy and Environmental Regulations in Iowa Within a National Framework. Chapter 2 in Heady and Vocke, 64-75. This is an LP with four Darts: land and water resource availability, crop and livestock production, commodity transportation network, and demands (both domestic and foreign). The objective is to minimize total cost. The authors applied this to Iowa, using different policy instruments to reduce soil erosion. They conclude that Iowa farmers will bear a significant income loss, and other farmers will realize benefits. NAYAYAN, R., AND B. BISHOP. 1978. A Residuals Management Model for Regional Environmental Quality. J. Environ. Syst. 8(2), 139-155. This is a linear program with decision variables, x,,, = level of kth residual at the ith source using the jth treatment. The model is generic in that the associated discharge rates, A,,,,, for the p t h pollutant could be into any part of the enviionment. The example application, however, is for the Utah Basin, with BOD and DO concentrations the measure of water quality. NICHOLSON, G. S., E. E. PYATI. AND D. H. MOREAU. 1970. A Methodology for Selecting Among Water Quality Alternatives. Water Resour. Bull. 6(1), 23-33. This is a discrete DP model over a finite horizon that chooses discharge rates to minimize cost. The cost is also a function of the temperature, which depends upon the layer from which the water is withdrawn. The state is the total water discharge rate, which is the sum of the decision rates. The paper includes a case study of the Savannah River basin. NICOL, K., AND E. 0. HEADY. 1992. Interregional Competition Modeling of a National Soil Conservancy Program. Chapter 1 in Heady and Vocke, 27-63. This is an L P model designed to answer the question, Does agriculture have sufficient production capacity to meet domestic and export demands and also contribute to improvement of the environment through reducing the quantity of sediment discharged into the nation's waterways? The LP has 223 producing regions (covering the continental U.S.), 51 water supply regions (in the western U.S.), and 30 market regions (which are also aggregated to form 7 reporting regions). This regional structure is chosen to correspond to the USDA data base. To measure soil damage, the model uses the classification scheme of the USDA, for which there are eight primary classes, seven of which are subdivided. This paper describes the LP in detail and its data sources. Among its conclusions is that soil erosion can be reduced significantly with only small increases in commodity prices with low exports. NIJKAMP, P. 1977. Theory and Application of Environmental Economics. North-Holland, New York. This is a succinct, lucid text on environmental economics. Chapter 4 presents some mathematical programming models, beginning with interregional input-output equations. A quadratic programming model is presented, where the objective is to minimize total square deviation from target pollutant levels. LP models can have an objective to minimize cost, maximize income, or maximize consumption. Dual prices are applied in an example of economic analysis, relative to the objective chosen. This fundamental modeling framework is extended in subsequent chapters, including one on multiple objectives, then in several chapters that extend the modeling framework to dynamic control systems. NIJKAMP, P. 1980. Environmental Policy Analysis: Operational Methods and Models. John Wiley, New York. This extends the author's previous work (1977) in several ways. There is special attention to multiple objective models, distinguishing between "hard" and "soft." Hard models presume complete knowledge of quantitative measures, such as utility and penalty (like square deviation from targets). Soft models are qualitative, based on ordinal information, like preferences. In addition, geometric programming is used to optimize a geometric mean of multiple objectives, rather than the usual arithmetic mean. The Economics of Climate Change. MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass. This is a detailed description of the DICE model (1992) plus analysis results. The economic relations are the standard ones that follow a Ramsey growth model, using a Cobb-Douglas production output with constant returns to scale. A key submodel in DICE is composed of the climateemissions-damage equations. The first equation relates greenhouse gas (GHG) emission (E) to level of control (p), and production output (Q) over time (t): E(t) = (1 -
where a is the trend parameter such that u(t)Q(t) is the greenhouse gas emission without controls. The time-varying control variable, p, is the fractional reduction in GHG emissions, determined by optimization. The emissions determine the CO, concentration (M) for assumed constant retention (p) and transfer (6) rates: -1) -590) . The accumulations of GHGs determine the increase of surface warming (F), called radiative forcing: F ( t ) = 4.1 log(M(t)/ 590)/log(2) + O(t), where O(t) is an exogenous term that represents the relatively negligible effect of other gases. Then the climate change is given by two recursive equations: T(t) = aT(t -l ) + bF(t) + cT*(t -l ) and T*(t) = a*T*(t -1) + b*T(t -I), where T is the increase in global average temperature of the atmosphere and upper level of the oceans, and T* is the increase of temperature in the deep oceans. The parameters ( a , b, c , a * , b * ) are exogenous, determined by thermal capacities and transfer rates. The relationship between global temperature increase and income loss (D) is the equation: D ( t ) = 0.00144~(t)'Q(t). Finally, the cost (TC) of reducing emissions of GHGs is: TC(t) = 0.0686p(t)2.887Q(t). (Particular parameter estimates are discussed, such as the proportionality constant and exponent.) Subject to these equations and economic relations, the nonlinear program maximizes the present value of a utility function that depends on per capita consumption and labor. Plessner (1965 ), Hall (1969 ), Stoecker (1974 ), and Chen (1975 . (None of these were published and are not cited here.) The objective is to maximize profit, and the quadratic terms arise due to linear projections of demands multiplied by the dependent vector of prices. Among its conclusions is that restrictions on nitrogen or insecticide use causes only slight increases in farm commodity prices, although regional production patterns change. (Manne and Richels 1992) by adding a dependence of CO, concentration on CO, emissions, and of global mean temperature on CO, concentration. Furthermore, a damage function is included in the costs that is dependent on global temperature. The optimization determines a trajectory of controls of greenhouse gas emissions and finds the resulting optimal trajectory to be very sensitive, in the longterm, to the degree of nonlinearity of the damage function. For example, a cubic function yields far greater control of emissions than a linear function. Other conclusions are given concerning optimal control policies under different scenarios. PECK, S. C., AND T. J. TEISBERG. 1993 ' CETA model (1992) , except that the damage function depends on the rate of change in global temperature, rather than on its level. As in their earlier study, the authors find that the degree of nonlinearity of the damage function is an important determinant of the extent of optimal emissions control in the longterm. Experiments are conducted to investigate how stringent the damage function would need to be to justify a policy of stabilizing emissions. This gives a collection of stochastic programming models for water quality control, with extensive references to both the general methodology and specific applications. Some of the models have a high degree of linearity, but they all have at least one nonlinear constraint. This describes the basis of ESIS (Environmentally Sensitive Investment System), which is designed to assist both industry and government for policy analysis. It incorporates artificial intelligence, data base technology and visualization tools with economic models and operations research techniques. The core is a nonlinear program, which is dynamic and can have integer restrictions (as for capacity expansion). State equations describe waste stream characteristics, and the governing functions need not satisfy convexity properties. The optimization problem, therefore, is potentially complex (depending upon the user's specifications). Branch and bound is used to obtain a global optimum with a Lipschitzian search method. This paper includes a numerical example to illustrate how ESIS works. This is a welfare economics model that uses NLP to determine optimal waste control, such as garbage. The Adynamics assume waste accumulates, except for that which is disposed by either biodecomposition or recycling. An arbitrary concave utility function is used to determine properties of a steady-state solution. QUERNER, I. 1993. An Economic Analysis of Severe Industrial Hazards. Phusica-Verlag, Heidelberg, Germany. This is mostly a risk analysis approach to the entitled problem. One chapter (IV) uses NLP analysis for cost minimization. The Lagrange conditions are applied in a standard way to infer properties of an optimal policy (no algorithms are presented). RAUSSER, G. C., R. E. JUST AND D. ZILBERMAN. 1980 . Prospects and Limitations of Operations Research Applications in Agriculture and Agricultural Policy. In Yaron and Tapiero, 17-40. This is an introduction into farmers' decisions and their connection with agricultural policy making. After a careful description of objectives and constraints, NLP is used to determine optimal production plans and land transactions for a given technology. Then a competitive equilibrium (NLP) model considers the dynamics of the farm industry, notably technological change and land markets. Raising the issue of uncertainty, a framework is suggested that uses both optimization and simulation. Although not dealing specifically with environmental control, the modeling framework offers a foundation for integrating quality control into an economic equilibrium. REMSON, I., AND S. M. GORELICK. 1980. Management Models Incorporating Groundwater Variables. In Yaron and Tapiero, 333-356. The authors show how to incorporate previous works on groundwater quality control (particularly their own in Aguado and Remson (1974) and Gorelick et al. (1979) into agricultural models that include irrigation plans. Much of the emphasis is on L P because most farm management optimization models use L P (particularly those that seek to optimize their land use). REMSON, K. A., E. AGUADO AND I. REMSON. 1974 . Tests of a Groundwater Optimization Technique. Ground Water 12(5), 273-276. This tests an L P model to obtain a min-cost pumping strategy. The concern was whether the solution would behave sufficiently close to the actual performance to validate the L P approach as a viable management technique. Numerical groundwater models were used, and the L P solutions passed the test. (7), 1164-1 183. This is an early application of L P to water quality that introduces the use of inventory equations from hydraulic principles. Other differences from the earlier models pertain to the derivation of the flow equations in such a way that the model's scope is enhanced. REVELLE, C., J. COHON AND D. SHOBRYS. 1991. Simultaneous Siting and Routing in Disposal of Hazardous Wastes. Trans. Scr. 25(2), 138-145. The problem is to locate storage facilities for spent fuel rods from nuclear reactors. The model is a standard representation of routing and siting, using binary variables, but it has two objectives: minimize transportation (ton-miles) and minimize perceived risk (people-tons). A frontier function is generated-by parametric programming. over time in an airshed. The error is defined as the difference between this model's solution and observed values, where the observations are taken from specified locations. The objective is to minimize the total square error, which depends upon the locations of the monitoring stations (and what each station can monitor, for example, the equipment might be to monitor only CO, but not SO,). The reformulation of the problem results in seeking to maximize the determinant of a covariance matrix. Overall, the NLP is not convex, and a gradient descent method is used until it converges. SEINFELD, J. H., AND C. P. KYAN. 1971 . Determination of Optimal Air Pollution Control Strategies. Socio-Econ. Plan. Sci. 5, 173-190 (reprinted in Daetz and Pantell, 165-1821 . This is an interesting use of problem decomposition into three subproblems. The first subproblem is an LP model similar to Kohn (1978) : Given a set of mass emissions, determine a least-cost control to achieve required reductions. Thc second subproblem is a dynamic nonlinear program that seeks the values of the time-varying mass emissions that minimize total cost. The major complication in this subproblem is the use of an airshed simulation model to evaluate atmospheric concentrations of pollutants. The third subproblem is the airshed pollutant concentrations, which is a transport and diffusion model that includes reaction kinetics and mass emissions as functions of time and location. The decomposition of the optimization portion into the first two subproblems separates the linear portion, which has high dimension, from the nonlinear portion, which has low dimension. Verlag, Berlin, Germany. This is a significant revision of the author's earlier (1981) book on this subject. It gives a detailed development of environmental economics from the approach of optimal resource allocation. As with other integrated modeling approaches, the notion of pollution is abstracted, but the author gives particular attention to air pollution. Using NLP techniques, notably Lagrangian duality principles, a variety of social issues is addressed, including property rights and different policy instruments for using market economics to control pb~lution. Most of the analysis is deterministic, but the last chapter considers "risk and environmental allocation." SINGPURWALLA, N. D. 1975 . Models in Air Pollution.
Chapter 3 in Gass and Sisson, 61-102. This only briefly includes an LP model, which is to minimize the total cost of fuel used by sources, subject to each source's energy requirements and a total air quality limit at each of several receptors. Emission rates and rneteorological parameters are known for each fuel, and those that emit less pollutants either cost more or produce less energy (or both). SMEERS, Y. 1981. On the Economics of Time Varying River Quality Control Systems. In Dubois, 463-503. This begins with a brief review of formulating a mathematical program from the Streeter-Phelps equations, then introduces the "load curve": the probability that the level does not exceed the acceptable load. This probability is a function of the acceptable load and could refer to any of several steady-state values, including the BOD or DO concentration. The extended framework is intended to capture uncertain and time varying properties, like flows, to find a minimum-cost mix of treatment plants. There are several new concepts, such as series versus parallel treatment, and the paper seems to aim for mathematical simplicity as a priority. For that reason, no complete mathematical program is presented, other than those simple enough to be solved analytically. Thomann and Sobel (1964) , this was an early L P formulation of water quality control. The decision variables are the levels of decrease (x,) of discharge into a stream at location j that currently depletes oxygen downstream. These are typically treatment plants whose discharges are called "effluent." In the constraints, A x 2 b, A x is the DO deficit reduction at each segment of the stream, and b represents target reductions in the discharges.
Bounds of the form x S U represent the maximum reductions, where U is the vector of present discharge rates. The objective is a linear cost function, c x , where c , is the cost of a unit reduction at location j . Alternative bbiectives are considered, such as maximizing a benefitlcost ratio. Res. 5(3), 563-573. This is a control theory approach to the problem originally modeled by L P (Deininger, 1965) and DP (Liebman and Lynn, 1966) . The advantage is computational exploitation of the quasilinear partial differential equations that describe the mass transport. The authors state this was "the first application of multivariable optimal control theory to water pollution problems." TAYLOR, C. R., AND K. K. FROHBERG. 1977 . This is an L P model of production and marketing of several products in the Corn Belt (like corn, soybeans, and wheat). The objective is producers' and consumers' surplus minus cost, which gives a partial equilibrium solution. The analysis first solves the L P without any pollution control. Then impacts of the following controls are measured: bans on herbicides, bans on insecticides, nitrogen restriction, soil erosion limits (per acre), and soil erosion taxes. TAYLOR, C. R., K. K. FROHBERG AND W. D. SEITZ. 1978 .
Potential Erosion and Fertilizer Controls in the Corn
Belt: An Economic Analysis. J. Soil and Water Consew. 33(4), 173-176. This applies the L P model described in Taylor and Frohberg (1977) and Seitz et al. (1979) to the entitled problem. With price-sensitive demands, this study concludes that control costs are passed through to consumers with little impact on the farmer. TELLER, A. 1968 . The Use of Linear Programming to Estimate the Cost of Some Alternative A I~ ~ollution Abatement Policies. Number 20 in IBM, 345-353. This appears to have been the first application of mathematical programming for air quality control. The decision variables are the tons of each of two types of fuels used at different sources. Each fuel emits pollutants at a constant, known rate. Total cost is minimized, subject to constraints that limit the total amount of each pollutant emitted and others that require energy demands at each source. The resulting model is a linear program (also see Chilton et al. 1972 , Gass, 1972 . THOMANN, R. V. 1972. Systems Analysis and Water Quality Management. McGraw-Hill, New York. This is a careful text, based partly on the author's seminal work, that is divided into three parts: the problem setting, the physical environment, and the socio-economic environment. In Chapter 11 (the third part), the linear programs are given in detail. Chapter 9 in Tolley et al. 217-235. The welfare cost is defined as the losses in producer and consumer surplus due to emission standards to control pollution. This IS evaluated wlth an NLP model that represents cost minimization, putting emission control constraints into the objective with a Lagrange multiplier. Setting the multipliers equal to zero corresponds to the uncontrolled minimum cost, and each multiplier value corresponds to a control limit with the usual duality relation. It is the value of the multipliers that represent the marginal cost of pollution control for any particular limit. Although this is presented in the context of air quality, the model can apply to any pollution control in the form of emission or discharge as long as the production function can be determined.
